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SUMMARY, Page 1 of 168

Module Ho:

.
.

.

. .

. ,

Module Title: . . .

. .

Basic Laboratory Skills .
.

.

Submodule Title s
.

.
.

1. General Skills .

2. Chemistry Skills 4'

3. Microbiology skills

...' .

.

Approx. Time:

33 hours

Objectives;
, 1

`.

Upon completion of this module, the participant shOuld be able to:

Perform and understand basic laboratory skikls necessary as, backgnophd
infoimation for microbiological or chemical'analysis of water and wastewater

samples.
.

_.

. .
.

.

.

, .

.
.

,

)
.

,
.

.

t

. . .

Instructional Aids: -.
.

,

Handouts .

,

Transparancies
Equipment used in laboratory,ppactice-

.
.

,

.

,

.
.

.

Instructional Approach: _ 0 . , ....

.

Lecture 4 . ..4

Discussion . ..

.

.

Demonstration,
4

. - ..

Laboratory practice .
..

. ,

,
. . .

- : . ,

0 . .

References: , 'i6
. , . .

e .,i . .
.0 ... . . ..

.
.

. .,
. ..

ee individual topics
. ...

,

-..

. - ., '..
.

. $
.

.

.

. .
,

Class Assignments:
, . , ,

.
.

. ..

Read handouts .
,

.

Participate in laboratory practice ses'Sions
A . .

0

0

f

,

1
ri

1.
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Topic:

SUMMARY

Instructor Notes:

Basic Laboratory Skills

Initructor Outline:

General Skills

Safety /
Notebooks & Bench Sheets
Labeling
Tampling -

ID of lab equipment & glassware
Chemical names and formulas
Matter (solids)
Solutions

Dilution techniques
Incubators
Balances

.

Chemistry Skills

Analytical analysis
Volumetric glassware
Standardization of reagents
Colorimetric analysir,
Standard curves
Lab supplies &-chemicals
Standard References

Microbiology Skills

Laboratory'cleariliness
Equipment packaging
Media & reagent preparatitmL
Sterilization
Microscopes
Aseptic technique
Microbiological sample col lecti

Microbiological dilution techni

InstructOr must provide all nec
Necessary information, or what e

1.

ues

Discuss, demonstrate a have student
participate in labbrator. practi 'and

sessions concerning basic aborat ry
skills.

ssary equipment
uipment needed i

a.

cr laboratory practice sessions.
handout materials.
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Module No:

.

.

Module. Tttle: ,
,

Basid Laboratory Skills ."'

_

.
Submodule Title:

1

General Skills
..Approx. Time:

1 hour

Topic:

Safety

Objectives
. -

. . ,.-- ! .

Upon completion :of this module, the participant should' be. able to f
a ,

. .

1._ Locate the following in the laboratorys and indicate its propel- 4.4e: Safetyr shower, fire extinguisher, fire blanket, eye wash, first aid kit and
instruction sheet, fume hood.

A2. Select the proper pieces of equipment giVen an emergen&situation. 1,

3. State when safety glasses, lab 'aprons and lab'gl,ove§. will be used: <

4. Given a list of common lab chemicals state their safety hazard and proper
, . storage method. -

. , . 4,- .

A

Instructional Aids: .
,

. .
Handouts Laboratory Safety

., Fire extinguishers A,' BC, ABC, OGD
,

.

Fire bl anket .
O.

,.Eye wash , ' .I
..

First aid kit I ',-
Instructional Approach: , . .

. .
'Lecture

.
.

' , . .
. .Demonstration -,

Discussion ..,

/
. .

.
_..

. .,.. .

. . .._

keierences\. . . .

. : . . , "'

Manual _for Sanitary Chemistry a Sanitary Mi crobiology , Linn-Benton Commuraty
:College, Carnegie & Wooley, 1975

. .

.
Standard Methods , 14th Edition .. . .

'Wastewater Laboratory procgdurds & Chemist'y, from Operation of Wastewater
Treatr9ent Plants by Reri-t. , 4-

,:,Class AssighmentS:
$ .

Read handout .,
,* i ,

.

. e . c .
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I-

Module No: Topic;

Safety

Iristructor Notes: Instructor. Outline:'

Distinguish betwe6n A, 13, & C
class extinguishers. Show
Soda Water\ CO2, Dry chemical

Do not try to teach a firSt
aid coursein this module. -

'Deirroffsirate top dr'aw and

bottom drhw on a fume hood.
6,,

.

'Stress that no two eme'rgehcy

situations are the lame:

Handout

Laboratory Safety;

. .

LAentify,' describe and demonstrate the
use of

a.. S-afety _showers

b. -Fire extinguisher

C. Fire blanket,

d.. Eye wash

e. First aid kit with instruction

a

f- Fume hood

.

2. .a: 'Describe emergency
proper actions;

"b. Have -partictpants indicat the
situation, could be prevented ,an what
,actions'.must tae taken' after the i cident.

situations

sheet

and indicate

3. Discuss personal protection equipment and
the. of- it..

1 ,

Discugf-hAndout chemical hazards.
'Participant Must be ablel to 'state the safety

hazards .and proper storage methods of. Group A
chemicals on handout. ,

0

.r_

0

b
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. LABORATORY SAFETY
Carnegie & Wool.ey

Manual for Sanitary Chemistry & Sanitary Micfobiology
Linn Benton Community College
Albany, Oregon

Introduction

For the inexperienced an&oltr'-eless operator,the treatment plant

laboratory can be extremely hazardous. The laboratory is not necessarily a

dangerous place, however. Intelligent prbcautions and an understanding of

'proper techniques make the laboratory less dangerous than most other

industries.

.

A number of hazardous materials and conditions do exist. Be aware

of these dangers. Prevent ac dents.

Personal Protection

1. Wear Safety Goggles or Eyeglasses'

Eyes'must be protected from splashing chemicals and flying broken glass

by'Vearing goggles at all times.

2. 'Wear Lab COat.dr Apron and Protective.S6es

Protect- clothing and body from corrosive chemicals.. Tennis shoes or-

sandals are-not acceptable.

3. Know Location of Safety Equipment

A

A first-aid cabinet, a fire extinguisher, a fire blanket and an eye-wash

fountain should be available. Know exactlywhere they
,

are ocated a*d

how to use them.

Toxic Fumes .

Any test involving a dangerobs or unpleasant volatile material should be °'

performed in a hood or well-ventilated part of the laboratory.
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7.7

5. Measuring Chemicals

Never handle chemicals with "the, hands. Always use a spatula,. Do.not

drip liquid chemicals. Pour stock solutions into a small beaker, then

into the graduate. Pipette from the beaker, not the stock solution

bottle.

6, High Temperature

Use protective gloves or long handled tongs when using autoclave, hat -

plate, furnace or oven.
.

7. Broken Glassware
/

Discard .or repair cracked or broken

8. Electrical

Check' all electrical

grounded.

Wash up

glassware iiitmedi aielx,

equipment to see that itis prperly wired and

--

Always waWyour hands after.bandling chemical containers and.test

apparatus.

10. Eating

Never use glassware

smoking. It is not

.11. Labels

for serving fOod. Always wash before eating or
.

good 'to eat in the laboratory at all.

Always label containers with name of material; concentration, date,

and your initials. This will prevept accidents with acids, etc: in
1

unlabeled beakers and also preyent use of wrong reagents in- lab tests.
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Ns

Corrosive Chemi cats ,
1.-4 Aci,ds (Sulfuric, Hydrochlotic, Nitric, Glacial Acetic

a. Concentrated aciiils are extremely corrosive to everything,,;including

skin. Use glass and pdlyathylene containers.

,,

b. In case of spills, iirinediately add large,quanti.ties of water to the

area and neutralize-with sodium bicarbbnate. Then'clean uP`the, area.

c., Contact with skin burns very quiCkly. Weh'imediately,with large'

quantities of water' and neutralize with sodium bicarbonate.
C

d. Dilute concentrated acid by adding the acid' to the'water', never

the ..reve,rs`e.

Vt e. Always pipette with a rubber bulb,

f. In general, do not mix strong acids with strong, bases. Ifit-
necessary to mix these solutions, do'sO very slowly, with mixing-and

.cooling ill cold tap water or ice water.°

2: Bases (Sodium Hydroxide, Potassium Hy roXi de, Ammonium Hydroxide)

a. Concentrated bases are also extreme corrosive to skin and clothing:

Use glass (with rubber stopperY and polyethylene containers. Do not

use glass stoppered bottles.

b. In case. of spill, wash with large.quantities of water.and neutralize

with saturated boric 2cid solution.

c. Always pipe,tte with rubber b-ulb.

3. Others 4

a. Chlorine gas - Secure covers-to preknt escape of vapor:

b. Ferric chloride - Extremely corrosive to metals. Avoid contact with

skin.

10
E
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of
Toxi c Chemi cals

4

1. Avoid Ingestioq or Inhalation

a. Soli ds - Cyanides, chromium,, cadmium.
\_.

b. Liquids/- earbonAetrachloride, ammonium hydroxide, nitric acid,"

bromine, chlorine water, chloroform:carbon disulfide. Use in hood:

c. Gases - Hydrogen sulfide, chlorine; ammonia, hydrochloric acid.

Use in hood,

'2. Most Chemicals Have Warn ings and Antidotes
X

on Their Labels. Read Them

.before you Use the Chemical.

Explosive or Flammable Materials
e )

1. Acetylene, hydrogen, carbon disulfide, benzene, ethyl ether, petroleum

ether, acetone. Store the materiels according to fire regulations..

2. Usein hood. Do not use near open flame of expoted heating element.

Do not smoke near the Chemicals., Use extreme caution during:distillation.

-) Do not distill to dryness.

.Infectious Materials
. .

Although it is highly unlikely thgt an operator would-contract diseases by '

working in a treatment plant, the possibility 40es exist.
.

1. Sewage contains bacteria and viruses which can cause diseases, Somi

diseases are contracted through breaks in the skin. ,Keep wounds covered

and if necessary, wear protective gloVes.

2. Some are contracted through the digestive tract. .1.e best protection

is to wash thoroughly after performing tests to avoid transferring

bacteria to mouth while eating.

3. Immunization is provided for many of the diseases. Operators are

encouraged to take full, advantage of this type of,,protection.

ill
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. .

Module No: - Moduleiltle: .

x , .
. , Basic Laboratory Skills .....,--

.SubmodUle Title: .

General Skills
Approx.. Time: !

Tppic: , .,
Notebooks and 8ench Sheets

30 Min. .
_,

. . \ ..,

.

ObjectiOes: - I
.

, .
. . ,

Upon coTpletion of this module, the paricipant should' be able to:
. 1 , . - .

1. Describe information to be included in a ggliagral lab notebook.'
2.. DesCribe the utility of a 'lab bench sheet. ' .

,

. -,
, . .

- ,, .
. .2,

Instructional,Aids: . ,
.

. . < .
.

HandOuts \ 4
.

1. Lab notebo s ,A, '
, S

#
L

1 l
2. tench she' - ., , -,

,--, . .
. , .

.,-

, .

In4tructional

Approach':
- .. .

. .

LectUre

,
, .' K ..

. ...
. ,

J' . o

: ' .

-, .. . .References:
. ,

i
.

. ,
_ . .

. ,
None -

, ,
. .. .- .

,.
. . -

' ., ..

, .
_ . . .,.

. . .
-

£ ' .

.
')'Class Assignments: -

. .

. , . -
. . .

. .
. . . . .Read handouts . .

, .

. r
12.
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Module No: Topic:

Notebooks and Bench Shedts

Instructor Notes:. 'Instructor, Outline:

Handout Lab Notebooks'

. .

Handouts
Bench shdets

Discuss lab notebooks

Why they are kept
What must be in one

Discuss the'use
.

ofibench sheets and their
relationship to lab notebooks.

Discuss bench sheets examples:

1

t

0,
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.
'INSTRUCTIONS FOR KEEPING LABORATORY NOTEBOOKS

.,

1. Entries should be recorded. in ink 'or ball-ixit pen by the person, doing
- ,

the work,* on the same day the work was done. Such person should date the

pa at the beginning of each day's entry and Should initial, the page

.
after each, day',s entry. 'Entries ,should be Made on only'one side of each

page. The blank side facing each Page may be used for calculatibris not

constituting a material part of the information recorded.

. Each' new pr?jct should, as a first entry, include a4lear, concise
, .

statement Of what is to be ^Me and what is hoped to be achieved. All

.
entries-should ,be made in uch detail that anyone not directly associated

with the work will be able to read and understand the scope and obj t of

the work deicribed..

. Each page should be filled in completely either with written matter or

diagonal lines before starting on the next page. YNo blanks, should be

left, forfor example,' for later insertion of analyses.
.4

.
No attempt should everbe made to correct or obliterate any entry.

Necessarycorrections or deletions should be made, by drawing a single

line through theportion, to -be deleted, being sure to leave the original

matter legible. As required, substitute-words may be written..above the

,

deleted matter.
r
All such changes should be initialed and dated as of

the date of correcti. If possible, an explanation of the change should

be made either in the- margi n or immedi ately following the correction i f

that 'portion of the page Thas.not already been filled.

4

x.
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t

1

5. Any sketches or drawings which are not originally made'-on the notebook.

pages may be inserted but care should be taken that each. page is

appropriately identified by title and date. Reference should be made

in t xt of the notebook entry to such insertions and the date when

0

such pages became available. This will refute any charge that such

renserl

inserted pages were prepared at a date later than indicafed.

6. Each perSon who has the duty of recording experiments should have 'his

own notebook and-should' not permit others to 'make entries in it. In the

case of shift work thi4 rule may be nelaXed if the records are otherwise

adequately corroborated. 4

7- There is no objection to having .sbparate notebooks for separate projects

but care should be taken to insure tha.t.entries are made in chronologl.

order and that there is sufficient iddiltification of each entry to

mai ntai n continuity'.

ti,

15
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0 SOLIDS DRMINATION

PercentTotal Solids (LS.)
and

Percent Volatile SolAds

13

.4 4
Source-,

Dish No.

-...
Weight of Dish + Sample

Weight of Dish
.

.

Weight of Wet SaMple

Weight of Dish + Sample

After Drying

'7?4,.. 74--' -
ip .

Weight of Dish

Weight of-Dry Sample

% Total Solids .

Average T.S. -411114111g111111°"- '4114.

.Weight of Dish + Sample
After I'nition i

.
Weight of Dish

Weight of ReltdOe
.e.

% Fixed Solids
.

Average; ,
-

Formulae:

1. Wt. of Dry Sample
Wt. of Wet Sample x(100 = % Total Solids (T.t)

2. 100 - % Total Solids = % oftMoi.sture

'3. Wt. of Residue x 100 = % Fixed Solids (F.S.)
Wt. of 'Dry Sample

4. 100 - Solids-=% Volatile Solids (VS,),

`This method is

;ILL
usually used in sludge solids analysislik

./
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Module No: t, Module Title:

. Basic Laboratory Skills .

'Samodule Title: .

..,..

Genera' SkWs
pprox. Time:

Topic:,

3
--

Q Min. .0
' Labeliqj'

Objectives:

Upon completion of this module, the participant should be able to:

1. Describe the necessity of proper labeling of chemiai stock bottles, sample
bottles, flasks etc. ,(

2. State the information required on a chemical stock bottle.
3., State the information required on a sample bottle.

_

Instructional Aids:

A'
.., .

.

--...

HOndout: "Labeis" . .. .
.

--.,
1--- .

.

.

.

,

. .
,Instructional Approach:

.

.J .

,

Lecture .

.

,

.

,
.....,,,;.......----

References: .

A .--

Self- monitoring Procedures, Basic Laboratory Skills; USEPA, Engel, Highby,
Wagner.

,

Class Assignments:
.

.

d,,, . ._ .

Read handouts
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Module No; Topic: _

Labeling

Instructor Notes:.

--

Instructor Outline:
...I J

./....' : I
111

r

: Handout: Labels

r

N.*

..-

1. a. Discuss labeling of themical stock

bottles, sample'bottlk, and -flasks.

b. Discuss dating of cheinicals and reagents.

c. Discuss sample labeling

2. List the data required on chemical stock
bottle.

o :s ,

., List the data requied on a samplebottleo

., 18-

o

,

.

0

,

r

S.
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LS

Labeling

When a chemical or a piece of equipment is used for a specific

analysis, it should have some type of identification. When you prepare a

chemical from a stock container'(purchased from a supply house), you must

identify that chemical properly. The stock container will have all the

necessary information ,on its label:. A general format for labeling' reagent

bottles is as follows.-

follows:

A

Chemi cal Name

Chemi cal Formula

Concentrati on

Date Initi,als

1'n preparing a. chemical reagent a specific procedure would be as

Prepare a sulfurittacid solution 10% by volume by pouring

10 ml ofqconcentrated _sulfuric -acid (H2SO4), into '90 ml

of distilled water. Coo) the solution to room temperature

and transfer to a storage bottle.

The label should 'be:
I*

12/19/74

Sulfuric Acid
H2SO4

10% by Volume

WTE

Ail, necessary' information has been included on the 1 abttL to properly ide tify

it. It takes a little more time but it is well worth it in the long run.

.
Several labeling tools are"--,availiire, and each has its place in th

laboratory. Most beakersand Masks will have a hexagon space of ground glass

which can, be used to identify it.

.1g,
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A lead pencil should be used, for this .type of m

Grease pencils are primarily used for test tube

noted that-the grease pencil marking will readily rub off
,

arking.

s. It should be

. When porcelain

item will beis labeled, a special technique should be used, since the
4

repeatedly heated and CoOled. An etching device such as

should 'first be used to put either a number or letter on

etching should be filled in by rubbing it with a stickdi

Chloride (FeC13) solution (can either be prepared 'or comes,

The porcelain crucible' or other item then racein a

er

a Vibra-Groover,

the item. Next the

pped in liFerric

rci ally purchased).

muffle furnace

cooling the porcelain

be consistent, and

ce but also for

(Approximately 6000 C.). and fired for 10 minutes. Af

Is ready for use. Whatever labeling techniqua you use

remember that the label is intended not only' for convenie

safety.

'Ii
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.0-1EMI CAL
. .

SYMBOL:

'CONCINPRATI ON

DATE

PREPARED' BY

SAMPLE SITE

TIME & DATE

SAMPLE TYPE.

TYPE OF PRESERVATION

'SAMPLER

21

O

POTASiI CROWE

K.2q2132

C0.2§) N

JULY 5, 1977

BY JOHN pot,

4

CHLORINE CONTACT TANK EFF,

11:30 A .M. JULY 4, 1977.

/GRAB' SAMPLE

NO PRkSERVATION

BY JOHN Ebw

.0 ,

to

IV.

Av#

O
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,Module No: , Module Tt :

.
- N oit . .

. ,.

.- 4 44'-r
.

.- ''' .

.

f) " ° Subthodule Title:
I

.
,, . -

..._

, ,
... .

.
I

, .,_ .

Approx. "Time: °
, a- 7

%. . . .

/ < .,
. Topic: . .

a
. . .

h
c.

- 1 our , I Sampling
-- _Al

.. . . .

objective's: , a .

f3 'F
\ ..

i .

1. f.-Explain why sampling and preservation is just ,,at important airthe accuracy

and precision of the analysts.. a- _
,.

-2. Differentiate between grab and' composite sampling:
3. List three general methods of sample pr/servati-Pn.

,,,, , -, - -R. - N

6 . . .
. o

. 6 , :.-3i .
. . .. ,

.
..

, .
.

, -

...' --

Ins t ru c t i ona I Aids: -. .
., ,
R . '

Handout: "Sampling" . . , r-

Handout: Sample ,Preservati on .*

. .. t
.

.
, . ,

Instru,ctional Approach: -* ,
- c, .

, .. .
. . 0. , ., .

Lecture ',`

,

. \ ,., . :
_..,- . ,.$

.., ,
.

References:
*

....--

. Kern,Kerri, Wastewater Laboratory Prodedures
..

2. Standard Methods, 14th Edition- e .t.',
-

3. Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water 'alid Wastewater, ,USEPA; Technology

Transfer ,

. ,.
a

.
4. c.

.

... . .

Class Assignments: .

.
.

.

.

.
.I . .

.
. .

r

Read handout's
. . ..-

22 . ..
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'Sampling

Page 20 of 168

Instructor Notes:

Handout "Samplin

Handout "Sample Preservation"

-- A

fi*

4

Instructor Outline:

a. Discuss sampling in general'

b. List the objectives. of sampling

E. Indicate that
only ias go at

a. Di ffe renti ate

samplks.

Av

the analysis and results are
the sample. .

between glab and composite

List types of composite samples.
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SAMPLING.
Carnegie & Wooley, ,f
Manual for Sanitary. Chemistry & Sanitary Oitrobiology
Lipn Benton Oommunity College
Albany, Oregon *

The most neglected technique in laboratory control tests is in the
'.

collection and 'handling of samples.__Even'though a test is performed

'

carefully and accurately, the result maybe completely wrong and meaningless,
..

-4
unless a .good representative sample' is taken.

.

.

o
..,

-

Cardinal Rules
.

The cardinal rules for sampling spell CAP:
sl °

1. CLEANLINESS -.of all containers, including caps, alid measuring devices

that the,sample comes in contact with.

2. ACCURACY - of records.' The sample label should riotettip type of sample,

source of sample, source,_ location of sampling point, the date and hOur.

sampled, the temperature of the sample, and recent weather conditions.

3. PRESERVATION. Sewage samples contain living organisms which continue

'to grow unless the life processes are slowed by lowered temperatures

or halted by addition of chemicals.Chemical degredation can also occur

if samples are not properly preserved.

Principles of Sampling

1. Thesample should be taken where the sewage is well mixed.

.2. Large particles which may be in the sewage shouldA3e broken into smaller

pieces or excluded.

3. No deposits, growths or floating materials that have accumulated at the

sampling point should be included.

24 ,
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V ,
4. Samples should be tested as soon as possible.

Tyrs,of Samples k

DEFINItION: &sample is a part of anything that is presented as evidence 'I
r

of the quality of the whil. .

.... .

/.
. ..-.

1. GRAB SAMPLES. Grab samples are taken because they are necessarya-:

because there is e lack of time to catch composite samples.' For.some

tests grab samples must be used.' Tests such as residual chlorine,

dissolved oxygen, and pH are determined from grab samples as a portion

of sewage which. cannot be mixed. ,For some tests grab samples can be

used because the quality of the component to be sampled remains uni4-m

fora period of a day or longer. An example is a digestor sample. A

grab sample is simply one taken at a specific time with no regard to

flow rate.

2.. COMPOSITE SAMPLES. Composite samples are representative of the

- character of the sewageaer a period of time. AD, settleable solids

and suspended solids tests are usually run on composite samples. The'
dove

effects of intermittent changes in strength and flow are eliminated. The

portion collected should obtained with sufficient frequency to obtain
f

average results. The rate of sewage flow must be measured when each

portion is 'taken and theLvolume of the portion adjusted to theflow at

the particular time of sample. Sample's may be composited either byl,

mechanical samplers or by hand. A composite sample is a series of grab

samples poured together to make one sample.

4
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.
the t f llowing formula to determine tF;e, volume of .sample to he :', ... . ..

tak at each sampling interval to obtain a weighted.composlte sample.

\ , "
Tot 1 sample e volume in ml Flow rate .at ,sampltng MT sample); at. sampling --

o o. samp ing ime :x Average, flow .rate .- time
. ! ..

r ' ,
Sample Preservation 3:

Both grab and composite,s pies should be Zhjlled to 30 .... 4° C immediatejy.
. , ..

This. is particulatly true BOD and all biological ,tests. ,:Samples for

ce, tain tests may requi re some type Of tchemiCal preservative., it is not.1,
%.

.. -
, ... . 0 ,t

Possible,,to preserve samples for other tests such as DO.an temperature.. The
-,,

foll-owing.tableIiststme- cormion tests and preservat-:-------ion methods: ,

k,) .
. °

PreRrvat'i on Methods

Test

Acidiy..Alkalinity

Preservat v
ii

Refrtgerati on at 40C

Bi ochemi cal Oxygen Demand Refjrigeriti

Chemical Oxygen De and 2 ml H2SO4 per liter

Chloride None required

.Color Refrigeration. at 40

( Dissolved Oxygen

Hardness -t

-Ni trogen , AmMoni a

Nitrogen, Nitrate - Nitrite 4

Determine on site

None re'quilked
L.t;t

40 mg HgC:12,per liter 7 -4°C

40 mg HgC12 per liter 4°C

44
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a %

'-' Maximum
Holding Period

24 hours.

6 hours

71houts. >

, 24 holirs\l,

No holdihg. -,,,,4-

.

c,-7 days

7 daysl

""-.411.,
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SAMPLE PRESERVATION

ep .

Complete and unequivocal preservation of samples, either domestic

sewage, industrial wastes, or natural waters, is a. practical impossibility..

"Regardless of the nature of the sample, complete stability for every

congtituent can never be achieved,. At best, preservation techniques can

only retard the chemical and biological changes that inevitably continue

after the sample is removed from the parent source. The changes that take

place in a sample are either chemical ot biological. 'In thefofter case,

certain changes occur in the chemical structure of the constituents that are

a function physical conditions. Metal cations may; precipitate as

hydroxides or form complexes with other constituents;- cations, dr anions may

may. change valence states under'certain reducing or oxidizing conditions;

other constituents may Ossolive or volatilize with the passage- of time.- Metal

cations may also adsorb onto surfaces (glass, plastic, quartz,etc:), such as,

iron and lead. Biological changes taking place in a sample may change the

valence of an element or a radical to a different valence. Soluble

constituents ,may -be converted to organipcally pound materials 11774

structures, or cell lysis may result in release of cellular material into

solution. The well known nitrogen and phosphorus cycles are examples of

biological influence on sample cctspositiqn.

Methods of preservation-are relatively limited and Are-'.-entenOede ---
generally to (1) retard biological (21 retard hydrolysis of chemical

compounds and complexes and (3) reduce volatility of constituents. ti

27
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Preservation methods are generally limited to pH control, chemical -

addition, refrigeration, and freeitng. Table .1 shows the various,

eservatives that may be used to retard changes in samples.

Many water and waste samples are unstable. In situations where

the interval between sample collection and analysis is long enough to produce

changes in.either the concentration or the. physical state of the constituent

to be measured, the preservation practices in Table II are recommended.

Preservative Action

Bacterial Inhibitor-

Acid (NH03)

Acid (H2SO4)

Alkali (NaOH

/
Refri geratifon

TABLE I

MetalS solvent, pre-
vents' precipitation

Bacterial Inhibitor

Salt formation with
organtc bases

Salt formation with
volatile cod pounds

Bacterial ,Inhibitor

Applicable to:

Nitrogen forms,
Phosphorus forms

Metals

Organic samples
(COD, oil & grease
organic carbon)

Ammonia, amines

Cyanides, organic
acids

Aci di ty-al kal i nity,

organic materials,
BOD, color, odor,
organic P, organic
`N, carbon, etc.
Biological organism
(coliform, etc.)

summary, refrigeration at temperatures near freezing 'or below

is the best preseryation technique available, but it is not appiicable to

all types of samples,

28
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Thesrecommended choice of preservatives for various cohstituents is

given in Table 2. These choices are based on the accompanying references and

on information supplied by various Regional Analytical Quality Control

Coordinators.

//
TABLE 2

RECOMMENDATION FOR SAMPLING AND PRESERVATION

OF SAMPLES ACCORDING TO MEASUREMENT (1)

Measurement

Vol.

Req.

(ml)

, ,

Container (2),
z

Holding,

Presenvative - Time (6)

Acidity 100 P, G k... Cool, 4° C. 24 Hrs.

Alkalinity 100 P, G Cool, 4° C. 24 Hrs.

BOD 1000 P, G tool, 4° C. 6 Hrs:'

COD 50 P, G H2SO4 to pH 2 7 Days %

Dis'solved Oxygen
Probe 300 G only Det. on site . No Holding.:

. ,

Winkler 300 G only Fix on site, 0e No Holding

,Nitrogen

Ammonia 400 P, G Cool; 4° C. 24 Hrs. (4)
H2SO4 to pH 2 ..,,.

Kjeldahl 500 ,P, G ,Cool, 4° 24 Hi's. (4)

H2SO4 to pH 2

Nitrite , 50 P, Q, Co'cil, 4° C. 24 Hrs. '(4)

Oil & Grease 1000 G only Cool, 4° C: 24 Hrs.

H2SO4 to pH '2
t.

PH 25 P, G Cool, 40 C. 6 Hrs. (3)
Det. on site

Residue

29
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TABLE 2 Cont.

Vol.

Req.

-Measurement (ml) Container (2)

Filterable . 100 P, G

Non-Filterable 100 P, G

Total 100
v

P, G

Volatile 10d P,,G

Settleable Matter1000 P, G

Specific 4 t
Conductance 100 P, G

Temperature 1000 P, G

Turbidity 100' P, G

,'Holding
Preservative Time (6)

Cool, 4° C. 7 Days

Cdol, 4° C. 7:Days,

Cool, 4° C. 7 Days

Cool, 4° C. 7 Days

None Req. 24 Hrs.

Cool, 4

Det. on site

Cool, 4° C.

24 Hrs.

No Holding

7 Days

1. More specific instructions for presertion and sampling are found with

each procedure as detailed in this manual. A general discussion on

sampling water and industrial wastewater may be found in ASTM, Part 23,

p. 72 -- 9,1 (1973),.

2. Plastic or glass

3. If samples cannot be returned to the laboratory in lest than 6 hours and

holding'tirre exceeds this limit, the final reported data should indicate .

the actual holding time.

, .

4. Mercuric chloride may be used as an alternate preservativecat a
,

concentration of 40 mg /l, especially if a longer holding time is required,

However, the use'of Mercuric chloride is discouraged, whenever possible.

30
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5. If the sample is stabilized by cooling, it should be warmedto 25° C. for

reading, or temperature correction made and results reported at 25° C.

'6. It has been shown that samples properly preserved may be held for
r -

extended periods beyond the recommended holding'time.

n.

31
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Module No:

,

. ,.

Module Title:

Basic Laboratory Skills

Submodule Title:
.

liGeneral Skills_

,-

Approx. Time:

2 hours

.pic: . .

.
,

Ge eral Lab Equipment and Glassware

Objectives:
.

, .

Upon completion of this mocule, the participant should be abid to: ,'--..

i '3

1. Identify and operate the following lab equipment: Vacuum pump, lab burner
fume hood, lab oven, dess'cator, not plate, stirrer.

2: Identify, the following las glassware: Buret, pipet (volumetric), pipet (mohr)
graduated cylinder,trien ,.. er flask, vacuum flask, volumetric flask,
separating funnel, buchner unnel, gooch crucible, Watch glass, beaker, *,,

alter crucible holder,'bure clamp. . . -

3: Demonstrate proper methods of glassware cleaning and indicate when special
cleaiii. --1-1 .--.-.

Instructional (lids: .,..

.
.

. .p,

Lab eqUipment per handout .

Handouts
1. Laboratory Equipment Description an. Use

2. Glassware cleaning .

.

Instructional Approach: \ .

\ecture

Ilfflonstration
. .\

Refe -nces:,
r.

Manu. for Sanitary Chemistry and Sanitary Microbi logy, Carnegie & Wooley. ,

It
,

..-

,

.

.

.

. .

. ,
.

Class Assignn\

Read handouts_

t :

.
.

.

\ V .

t

r. .

N

.

J
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Topic:

General Lab Equipment and \Glassware

Instructor Notes:1 Instructor

_t

Proper use of equipment will
be covered in following topics.

Handout
Laboratory equipment
description and use.

Handout
Glassware cleaning

1. Demonstrate the use of:

a,. Vacuum pump

b. Lab burners

c. Fume hoods

d. Lab ovens

e: 6essicators

f. Rot plates

g. Magnetic .stirrers
a

2. identify and demonstrate .tbe proper handling
and storage ,of:

Burets
Pipets

Volumetric
Mohr

Graduated cylinders
Erlenmeyer flasks
Vacuum fl asks

Volumetric flasks
Separatory funnel
Buchner funnel

Gooch crucible
Watch glass
Beaker
Walter crucible holder
Buret clamp .

3. Discuss handout on glassware cleaning
Note safety ecautions for use of strong
acid and strop base cleaning solutions.

33
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LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
DESCRIPTION AND USE

The well equipped treatment plant lab should have the necessarY '.

equipment and glassware to perform all necessary tes$si some of which will be

irun simultaneously. Itaddition, the lab must ave the necessary supporting

equipment to make up solutions and perform other routine lab tasks. The

folloving items should be considered minimum for an efficient and smoothly

operating treatment plant laboratory:

(Mention-of any piece. of equipment by brand _name' does not necessarily

mean endorsement of that brand'by Linn-Benton-Community College ore

c

Environmental Protection Agency, but is used for illustrative purposes only.)

1. BALANCE

a. BEAM BALANCE

1

This balance Should have a capacity of 500 g. and a

precision of 0.02 g. This balance is used for quick

measurements, such as weighing chemicals for the

preparation of most solutionS, Detailed instructions

for the operation Of the balance accompany the

instrument. Read them thoroughly before attempting,

to make measurements. In general, treat the instrument

gently and keep it clean.

b. ANALYTICAL BALANCE

This balance should have a capacity of 160 g. and a(

precision of 0.1 mg. This balance is used primarily

for solids determinations and for weighing dry

34
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2. pH EQUIPMENT

a. pH METER

b. ,pH TEST PAPER

chemicals in preparatiOn of standard solutions.

Detailed instructions for operation also accompany this

instrument. Strict adherence to the directions

necessary to avoid damage. This instrument-ii.

16extremely se itive and cannot be jarred or treated

roughly. Keep it clean, inside and out.

The pH meter should have a range of 0 to 14 pH,
.

-

and deliver ± O.1 pH accuracy.
:

This instrument is used

to adjust pH of solutions, titratiohs, and oth'er

procedures requiring some degree of accuracy.° Detailed

. instructions'for the operation of the pH' meter are

included in another module.

pH test paper is a convenient tool for getti4a

rough check of the pH very quickly. It can be' .

obtained in nearly any range., For general use,, a

range of 1 to 11 pH and an accuracmf 0 5 pH is

adequate.

The test paper is treated with-an indicator which will

change color when moistened. Distinct color changes

occur over the entire-mange of.pH. 'To determine the

OH oPa'solution.--with pH test paper, obtain a drop

solution with arclean-Pasteur'pipette or stirring rod

35
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._

and apply it toa piece of the test pap'er. The paper

will change color immediately.. Determine the pI y

comparing the color chart on the dispenser.

3. INCUBATORS ,

a. BOD INCUBATOR t

- tBOD's are incubated at 260 C. andormailly,a
go,

relatively large numlF ofbottlet-are'usedf; Therefore

a large cabinet type incubator that 'will ho1d, several

hundred BODbottles,with a sensitivity of +.0.5.0 C.
-

is required.

b. BENCH MODEL INCUBATOR 0 \
1 .

.

Most bacterial test i are min` iat 350 t. Therefore,
ii, `-..

AP. s ,n i d di ri on a 1 incube or is needed. The incubator
,

, . ,

should be large' enouffi IV accommodate ae maximum
.

1 ,

number of pfaetes_vihit .W6uld ever be handled at' the

same t`ime. Sensitivity should 6e at least +0.20 C.

4. WATERBATH

a. CONTROLLED TEMPERATURE

A water bath at 450 C." is required for cal coliform

membrane filter test. The bath must be large enough

to accommodate, several plastic bags 'Containing

membrane filter dishes, This.bath should have a

sensitavity,of at least ±-0.2° C. and a range from

room temperature to 1009 C., Several other tests

require water paths at different temperatures. Often

3f
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the same bath, can be used, but it must be easily

adjusted between 'teSts.

b. STEAM TABLES

The solids tests require a steam table for evaporation

_ of the sample. Often the- controlled water bath can

%

5. MICROSCOPES ,

double as a steam table if it can be covered properly

and sti)1 allow the evaporating dish to sit down into

lahe bath. In larger plants, it would be advisable to
. .

have a separate steam table, since many of the tests

will overlap. The steam table must _reach 100° C. and
( r

have an automatic overflow water level control.

a. COMPOUND MICROSCOPE
.,

1

r,

l,

)
. .

A microscope is required for observation of sludge

samples and bacteria. 'The compounjLlmicro ope should

have at least three objective lenses; a° lovi power (10X),

high dry power (43X), aryl an oil immersion lens. An

electrical light source is recommended. Do not attempt

to operate the compound microscope without direct,

personal instruction from some one experienced with

your particular model,,:,.
4

b. DISSECTING MICROSCOPE 3

Ilts
i' The binocular dissects microscope is quite helpful,

in properly identifying col, colonies in the

membrane filter tests. The microscope should have a

range of 1X-3X-with an electtlqc
lamp light source.

i
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. STIRRING HOT PLATE

7. CENTRIFUGE

8. SPECTROPHOTOMETER

The stirring-hot plate is used in the preparation of.,

solutions, as'well as in several tests. The heating

, and stirring units should be able to be operated

separately or\together. The plate should heat from

150 to .7000 F. and the stirrer should run from oto_

1800 rpm.

A small 'bench top centrifuge is.used to clarify some

wastewater samples. The instrument should have the;,

capacity to hold 8, 15 ml. or 4,.50 ml. conical

centrifuge tubes and run at:speeds up to 3200 rpm.

timer is convenient., 'Caution must b- taken in the

operations of .any centrliye to be sur the load is

balanced. Tubes opposite one another mu 't be the same

weight. The weight can be checked on.a balance or by

leveling the amount of liquid in the two tubes. If

only one tube is needed for yoursamples, make a

balance tube up with water. Do not operate the ,

\.
centrifuge with the lid up. Accelerate the centrifuge

slowly to avoid undue strain on the motor. Clean Up

any spills in the instrument immediately.

The spectrophotometer is required for color intensity

determinatiOns on several tests. The instrument should,

38
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9. MUFFLE FURNACE

10, DRYING OVEN

11. AUTOCLAVE

have the capacity to 'work in the rape of 4007700 mm..

Detailed instructionsfor the operation of the

spectrophotometer are included in ?other Tection.

The muffle furnace is used in the volatile solids tests°

and must reach a temperature of 600° C. and space

enough to handle three or four evaporating dishes is

recommended. Use extreme caution when working around

the oven. Always wear insulated gloves and use long

handled tongs to insert and remove dishes.

The drying oven is used to dry crucibles, dishes,

.7,
filter paper, chemicals, and glassware. It should

have a heating capacity,of up to 150° C,/and control

sensitivity of ± 0.5° C. Use caution beCause of heat.

Handle material with tangs or gloves.

The autoclave is used for sterilizing solutions,

bacteyial growth media, and glassware. it must have

the capacity to develop and hold 15 psi at 121° C: for

any length-of time. Size is not important as long as it

is large enough to accommodate the volume of mirk

required. Tench top sterilizers are satisfactory as

long as they meet the above requirements. Each
ri

autoclave is slightly different. Operating instructions

39
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are included with the instrument and shOUld be read

prior to operatiop. Preferably, -do not operate

without the instruction of someone familiar with the

operation of your particular Mod . Use caution since

the autoclave develops high pre sures-and high .4'
-0

temperatures. Always remove hot i tettls with fongs,or

gloves.

12. WATERSTILL

13. BUNSEN BURNER

(

Distilled water is required in nearly every test

performed in the laboratory. High quality distilled

water can be obtained from several ccomMercial models.

In selecting the still for your leb, determine the
<-7

quantity of water needed for operation. For most
,

laboralOges, acapacity'of 2 gal/hour is satisfactoll.

Directions for operation accompany the still: Of

critical importance is notallOwing the still to run

dry. Some laboratoriy find it desirable to also .

process their distilled water through a &mineralize?'

to obtain ultra-eurwiater. Although thil is not

required, it is recommended for several test

The Bunsen burner is used as a source Of Meat for

botling and to sterilize eqdipment during:biological

transfers. The burner should be compatible with the

type of gas available for fuel. Self=containerg

0
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14. DES1CATTOR

15. ASPIRATOR

16. BURETS

gas-cylinder units are available if commercial gas

lines are not present.

f'
The desicattor,is used to store items that must not

take moisture from the atmosphere. They should be

large enough to hold several evaporation dishes.

A vacuum, pump or aspirator on the sink faucet is needed,

for several filtration steps. The aspirator can be

connected direaly to.the5cold water tap. The vacuum

hose should, run tcra "water-trap" before it is

connected to the vacuum flask to prevent water from

sur g up into the flask where the vacuum is eased.

a. PRECISION BURETS

The buret is essential for several treatment plant

tests. It is designed to deliver liquids in a

controlled fashion, such that additions can be made

dropwise or intermittently and the final volume

delivered determined; The straight bore, and Teflon

stopcock is recommended for general use. Burets with

larger or smaller capacities can be obtained. Fill

the buret by adding the liquid with aid of a funnel,

to the top with the - stopcock closed. Fill it well

above the ml. 'Mark. Then bleed out the tip so-that

41
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17. PIPETTES

0

the orifice through, the stopcock and the tip are free

of air bubbles. Continue bleeding until the meniscus

at the top of the buret reads 0 ml. DApense the liquid

by grasping the stopcock with the left hand, leaving

the right hand free to agitate the flask below. After

the required volume has been dispensed, read the

meniscus. Notice that the values increase from top to

bottom. The difference between the Ar . buret reading

and the initial buret reading will give the exact

volume dispensed., By this method, it is not necessary
0

to refill between each operation.. Simply calculate

the difference in buret reading as you continue to

dispense the liquid. However, be careftil not to

.

dispense below the 50 ml. mark.

a. MEASURING PIPETTES

Measuring pipettes are used for a variety of purposes.

They can be obtained im\capacity from 0.1 ml. to 20 ml.

with different subdivisions. Every lab should haVe t

selection of pipettes from 0.1 ml 20 ml., mostly
.

1, 5, and 10 ml. volume. Measuring pipettes come in

two types; those calibrated clear to the tip and

those not calibrated to the tip. The first type is

referred to as a "blow-out" pipette, since it is

necessary to force the last drop out of the tip in

-42
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A...11111111

order to deliver the measure volume. The second

type is operated on the same principle as a buret.

0 The liquid is drawn up into the pipette and the

desired volume delivered by allowing the liquid to

drain out, using the meniscus as.the indicator-of

volume delivered.

The liquid, can be drawn into the pipette by mouth or by

a rubber bulb. In general, it is advisable to use a

rubber bulb. Experienced lab technicians may find it

more efficient to pipette by mouth, however, never

pipgtte strong acids or bases, toxic solutions, sewage

samples, or bacterial cultures by mouth.

b. VOLUMETRIC PIPETTS (TRANSFER PIPETTES)

Volumetric pipettes are designed tmive the greatest'

accuracy in pipettes. They will deliver only one

...volume and range in capacity from 1mll to 50 ml.

Each lab should have a supply of 1, 5, 10, 20 and 50

ml. volumetric pipettes: Their operation is identical

to the measuring pipettes except that even though

they are desighed to deliver clear to the tip, they

are NOT the blow-out type. They are. calibrated to

deliver the prescribed volume by 'simply touching

the tip to the side of the container for a few

seconds. The small drop remaining in the pipette is,

not included in the prescribed volume of the-pipette.

41!
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c. TRANSFER PIPETTES (EYE-DROPPERS)

.-'Transfer pipettes, commonly called eye-droppers, are

useful in, delivering small unmeasured quantities of

liquid such as adding acid to adjust pH in the pH

meter. They are operated.by using a small rubber bulbs

to take up and dispense the liquid.

18. FLASKS

a. ERLENMEYER FLASK.

The Erlenmeyer flask is a general purpose flask used

b. FILTER FLASK

for containing and mixing Solutions4-They range in
,

capacity from 10 ml. to several. liters.

The vacuum filter flask is essentially an Erlenmeyer

flask with a side-arm attachment to receive a vacuum
. .

hose. Filtration is accomplished by placing a filter .

funnel in the neck of the flask and qawing the liquid

through with the aid of the vacuum.

c. VOLUMETRIC FLASK

The volumetric flask is designed to accurately measure"

large -volumes of liquid, primarily in the preparation

. of reagents and standard solutions. They range in

size .from 1 ml. to 2000 ml. The 50, 100, 500, and

1000 ml: sizes are recommended tor general labVse...

The volumetric flask is calibrated to contain the

prescribed' volume, not to deliver. The stoppered
4
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19. GRADUATED CYLINDERS

ft

20. _BEAKERS

21, 110TTLES

a. PLASTIC BOTTLE

variety is more convenient for use in solution

preparation.

Graduated cylinders., or graduated, are used to

measure large'volunis of liquid and are calibrated

"to deliver" not "to contain". That means, if the

graduate is filled and the contents poured out, it e"

will'deliver the prescribed volume. The drops left

behind are not included in the prescribedNvolume.

It is considered volumetric but does not have the

accuracy of the volumetric flask. Graduates range

from 5 ml. to 2000'm1. Sizes of 10, 50,'100, 200,
.

500, 1000 ml. Are recommended for general lab use.

Beakers are the most common non-volumetric piece of

glassware and rangein size from 1 ml. to 4000 ml.

Sizes of 504 150, 250, 600, 1000, and 2000 ml: are

recommended for general lab 'use. 'Although they do

iNt&ave graduations, they should not be used to measure

accurate volumes.

Polyethylene bottles are convenient to use for

chemical storage. Such bottles can be used to collect

and transfer sewage samples. Dark colored plastic

bottles protect light sensitivetschemicals. High

4 5
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kemperature polyethylene can be sterilized by auto -

cilaving. Sizes from 1 oz. to several gallons are

vailabl,tn a variety of designs.

b. *GLASS STOPPERED' BOTTLES

Glass stoppered bottles are ideal for strong acid
N

solutions, and'many other reagents. However, strong

bases tend to "freeze" the stoppers. Rubber stoppers

should be used for strong bases.\-Glass stoppered

bottles range in size from 30 to 2000 ml.

c. MILK DILUTION BOTTLES

Dilution bottles are 12 ml. volume glass bottles
ex%

with one-'saltbration at 99 ml. They are used for

bacterial and sewage dilutions and cam be autoclaved.

d. DROPPING BOTTLES
,h

Dropping bottles with hooded glass stopper or small

eye droppers attached are recommended for use with

stains and indicators.

e. SQUEEZE BOTTLES

f. CARBOYS

Plastic squeeze bottles are used tg,dispense distille

water during rinsing operations.

4

Large plastic carboys, from 2-12 gallon capacity, with

spigots, are recommended for storage of distilled

water, buffered water, and dilution water.
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T. 'EVAPORATING DISHES

23. GOOCH CRUCIBLE

24. IMHOFF CONE

1

25. BUCHNER FUNNELS

26. TONGS

a. CRUCIBLE TONGS

Porcelain evaporating dishes. are used to dry chemicals
.

rand sewage samples. Sizes of 70 and 15Q ml. capacity

are recommended. Sufficient number to handle several

samples each day sifOul,0 be on hand.

The Gooch crucible is used ln solids determination.

The 35 ml. size is recommended. The illustration

shows the crucible in 'the rubber-adapter for filtering

flask.

The one liter volume with blunt -tip for raw sewage
4

and sharp tip for, final sewage is used for settleable

solids determinations.

Porcelain Buchner funnels are used in solids

determinations. The-80 mm. and 115 mm. diameter sizes

would be recommended.

Both the normal 9" and long 20" tongs are recommended.

b. EVAPORATING DISH TONGS

Stainless steel 'safety dish tongs are.best for

handling hot evaporating dishes.-
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c. BEAKER TONGS

. d. FLASK TONGS

For hot b akers and other similar objects, the Safety

Beaker c amris recommended.

In addition, the Safety Flask Clamp is recommended.

BACTERIOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT

a. PETRI DISHES

Either glass or disposable plastic petri dishes are

acceptable. For the membrane, filter procedures, the

60.x 15 mm. size-is recommended. The 100 x 20.mm.

size is used for total plate count and wherever agar
1

plates are required,

b. MEMBRANE FILTRATION APPARATUS

A stainless steel or glass funnel, with base and

d. WIRE LOOPS

filter support screen for 47 mm. diameter Membrane

'filters is recommended. The whole apparatus must be

able to withstand autoclaving.

A platinum wire loop with a 3 mm. loop is used for

bacteriological transfers. A wooden or aluminum

handle is acceptable.

28. FILTER PAPER

a. STANDARD FILTER PAPER 1

A high grade, medium weight, rapid filtering paper

comparable to Whatman No. 1 is required for several

48
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b.

tests. It is recommcnded to have a.selection of sizes

(7, 11, & 24 cm.) on hand,

MEMBRANE FILTERS

Sterile membrane filters with sterile absorbent pads

are required for the membrane filter tests. The

am,
1 ters should- be 47 mm. -i-n di ameter, (1.45 ;Rm.. pore

size, white with grid.

c. GLASSS FIBER FILTERS

Ultra-fine fil ter, which retains parti cies, in the

0
semi - colloidal range with a thickness of 046 Mm. and

a diameter of 2.4 cm. is required for the suspended

solids test. Filters equivent to WhatMan Grade

is acceptable.

29. ACCESSORIES

a. RUBBER STOPPERS

b. CORK STOPPERS

c. RUBBER TUBING

d. TYGON TUBING

e. VACUUM TUBING

f. RING STANDS

g. RINGS & FUNNEL SUPPORTS

h. CLAY TRIANGLE

i. HOSE CLAMPS

j.' ASBESTOS PAD

49
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k. SPATULA

1. FORCEPS

m. PIPETTE FILLER (BULB)

n: CRUCIBLE HOLDER

o. ASBESTOS GLOVES

P. PIPETTE WASHER

r

;

0

;

o '

7

O

.

I

O 7
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GLASSWARE CLEANING METHODS
Carnegie & Wooley
Manual for Sanitary Chemistry & Sanitary Microbiology
Linn Benton Community College
Albany, Oregon

Clean glassware is. essential to performing meaningful tests. Normally

-it is easiest to clean immediately after use, since materials will dry and

stick to the glass if left for a period of time. If stored in a closed shelf'

it will not generally be necessary to wash again before use, however for

extremely sensitive tests a distilled water rinse would be advisable before

use.

Cleaning Solutions

1. Ch roar Acid

A. Dissolve approximately 60 g of potassium dichromate In hot water.

B. Slowly add enough concentrated sulfuric acid to make one liter.

Commercial preparations of this mixture are available from several

chemical supply hOuses.

2. Hot Detergent

Laboratory detergents are available in several forms. To avoid excess

sudsing, use sparingly.

Cleaning Methods

'1. Stopcock Grease (Petroleum Base)

A. Dissolve grease in acetone.

B. Wash with detergent.

C. Rinse with tap water four times.

D. Rinse with distilled water three times.
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. Stopcock Grease (Silicone Base

A. soak for one half to two hours in sulfuric acid.

B. Rinse with acetone.

C. Wash with detergent.

D. Rinse with tap wate:r four times.

E. Rinse with distilled water three times.

. Bacteriological Contamination

A. Soak in chromic acid mixture.

B. Rinse with tap water 6 10 times

C. Rinse with distilled water three times.

. Fat 41,4 Oil Contamination

Soak in chromic acid mixture.

B. Rinse with tap Water four times.

C. Rinse with distilled water three times.

. Organic Material

. A. Soak inchromic acid mixture.

B. Rin13 se with tap water four times.
O

C. Rinse with distilled water three times.

The rinsing,operation must always be -carried out thoroughly. Trace

amounts of metal ions that remain due to carelessness may seriously affect

organism growth and testing procedures. If an automatic dishwasher is used,

glasswaiT should- still be given a thorough distilled water rinse before

drying. Glassware
)

may be dried at 103° C.

The cleaning ope6tion is usually simplified if the pipettes, beakers,

graduated cylinders, test tubes and flasks are immediately placeid in a

detergent solution after use. Delicate (and expenslve) spectrophotometer

52-
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cuvettes must be handled With extreme care arkpever exposed to the harsher

cleaning agents.

In certain tests, such as the phosphate determination, special glassware

cleaning techniques,must be used. Special instruction will be included in

the specific section dealing with that test.

e.

ao.
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Module 1,16:

Appro.

1 hour

Module Title:

Basic Laboratory Skills

Submodule Title:"

General /

Topic:

Chemical Names and Formulas

Objectives,:

Upon completion of this module, the participant should be able to:

1.1 Identify and choose the correct chemicals necessary for an-analysis by name
and formula given a set of lab chemicals and a list of chemicals required for
an analysis.

Instructional Aids:

Handout:. Names of Formulas and Compounds

0

Instructi nal Approach:

Lecture

iscussion- I

Referencelk:

Baiid Lab Skills, 'Engel Highby Wagner

Crass Assignments:

ead handoug
Worksheets in handout

54
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Module 14o: Topic:

Chemi cal Nimes .-and Formul as
,

Iristructor Notes: .143 Instructor Outline:.

Handout and Worksheets

Names and Formulas of
Compounds

1. a, Discuss very basic Chemical
nomenclature.

b. Emphasize matching the exact name and
formula with the chemi cal .

c. Give examples of common errors in
chemical selection by name or formula.
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4 :

NAMES OF FORMULAS AND COMPOUNDS

in virtually every.chemical analysis, the name and formulas of

chemical compounds appear. Compounds are pure substances that are composed

of two qr more' elements: Elements may be referred to as the basic building

blocks of all substances." At present there are 105 elements known. These

elements are shown in the periodic table.

Each element has a particular symbol. The sy`bm of is-an

abbreviatibff-for that element: The elements numberid-rTocated above the

symbol) 1 through 92 occur naturally (i.e.' can be found in earth's crust;

water or the atmosphere) EleMents numbering .93 -105 do not occur naturally

"'but have been synthesized in small quantities in the laboratory. 'The symbols

that are used to represent the elements are alsoused to represent compounds.

For example the compound NaCl represents the tombinition of sodium,(Na)

( #11) and chlorine (CT #17) and its name is sodium chloride.
.

.
.

All the chemical procedures that are included in this course will'

k
always refer to a.compound with its formula-and/name together. For example:

,,

Prepare a 10% by volume sulfuric acid (H2SO4) s lution by . : . Weigh out

186.15 grams

will

thiosulfate .(Na2S203) . .. In several of the chemical
.

formulas, yo, will note that subscripts are used. tle subscript tells us

how many atoms of that element are contained in the compound. In water.

(H20) there are two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen. The subscripts

help to di ffnentjte one compound from another. The compound hydrogen

peroxide (H202) although similar to water is obviously not the same since

there are2 atoms of oxygen in the peroxide and only 1 atom in the water.

)
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In choosing the proper chemical for in analysis, it'cannot be

overemphasized that the name and formula that Occur on the label of the

chemical must match the name and fOrmUla in the procedure that has been

given. Several names may appear to be correct.beCause of similirittesIn

spelling such as:

sodium sulfate Na2SO4 and

sodium sulfite Na2S03

These .are not the same. The sulfate compound has one more oxygen atom than

the sulfite. Another minor spelling variation would be potassium nitrate

KNO3 and potassium nitrite KNO2. _What is the difference here?

Another variation and in fact very important property of compounds:

is the addition of the word anhydrous to the name. This means without water.

The chemical has been prepared (at the factory) Without water. If the

chemical does have water in it, it will be referred to'as hydrate.

:Examples

Sodium Thiosulfate Peritahydrate (Na2S2O3.5H20)

This means that the compound has 5 water molecules associated with

it. Note that the prefixes to the word hydrate are mono, di, tri, tetra,
/*

penta, hexa, hepta, octa, nona, and deca referring to the numbers,1 through

10 'respectively.

Calcium Chloride, Anhydrous (CaC12)

This means that the compound contains' no water.

When choosing a chemical for a particular analysis, the stock

chemical'bottle must be studied very carefully. It contains a label that

gives the name of the compound as well as the formula. It also contains
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(CAUTIONS) such as explosive, toxic (poisonous). The hazards presente' by

these chemicals are not evident from appearance, smell, or everyday knowledge.

Hazards must A foreseen 4nd avoided. 4It is safest to assume that all

chemicals, even water if not safely handled, can be hazardous. Read the label

completely and follow the'warnings that are indicated. The label will als

mention any additional storage requirements that might be necessary for a

particular reagent such as (Store at 25° C). The purity of the chemical/is

also indicated. Analytical or Reagent Grade is the highest pOlvity. T

amounts of impurities are shown on the label. The.word ACS (American /Chemical

Society) also might be shown. This also peans reagent grade. A lower.grade

of chemical would be laborattiry or practical grade. :Usually, amounts of

impurities would not be listed on this label. A sample label is shown below.

Na2S203.5H20 5 lbs. CAUTION!!!

SODIUMHTHIOSULFATE Emits Toxic Fumes When Heated
(crystals) Keep container tightly closed.

Do not take internally.
Reagent, C. S.

The exercises on the following pages consist of various check lists and

consumable supply lists. For every check list there. is a consumable supply

list. Complete these as the directions state.

558
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Consumable Supplies I

1. 480 g. manganous sulfate tetrahydrate, MnSO4.4H20

2. 500 g. sodium hydroxide, RaOH

3. .125 g. sodium iodide, NaI

4. 10g. sodium azide, NaN3

5. 4 plastic weighing bbies
.

N.

y

6. 1 small size spatula ,

7.- 1 medium size spatula

8. 10 g. soluble starch

9. 10 ml chloroform

10: 186.15 g. sodiumthiosulfate pentahydrate, Na2S203.5H20

11. 6 g. potassium biiodate (or potassium biniodate) KH (103)2

12. 3 g. potassium iodide, KI

13. 10 ml concentrated sulfuricati

14. Pen or pencil .

15. Paper (to record data)

«

59 , ,
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Check List - I

Chemical Names :

P1 ice number from* "consumable" list I by matching name.

a. Sodium Nitrate

b. Sodium Thiosulfate, Anhydrous

c. Sodium Thiosulfate Pentahydrate

d. Carbon Tetrachloride

e. Manganese Hydroxide

f. Manganous Sul fate Tetrahydrate

g. Magnesi urn Su. fate Heptahydrate

h Potassium Bi chromate

i . Sodium Iodide ;oh

j. Sodium Fluoride

k,. Potassium Bi i °date

1. Sodium Sulfite

m. Sodium Thiosulfi te

n. Dilute Sulfuric Acid

o. Sodium Azi de

Sodium Acetpte

q.. Concentrated Sulfuric Acid

r. Sol uble Starch

60
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Consumable Supplies - II

1. Small wad of cotton

2. 10 g. potassium dehydrogen phosphate,'KH2PO4

3. 25 g. dipotassium hydrogen phosphate, K2H894 '

f

s
4. 35 g. disodium hydrogen phosphate heptahydrate, Na2HPO4.7H20

5. 3 g. awmonium chloride, NH4C1

6. 25 g. magnesium sulfate heptahydrate, MgSO4.7H20

7. 30 g. anhydrous calcium chloride CaC12

8. 1 g. ferric chloride, FeC13

9. Manganops sulfate solution*, alkaline iodideazide solution*,,starch
solution*, standard sodium thioslalfate solution*, and concentrated
sulfuric acid*.

asylllowni

10. Pen or pencil

11. Paper (for recording data

12. Grease pencil -.

* Listed in the EMP on the Winkler Determination of Dissolved Oxygen azide

, modification.
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.Check List - II

Chemical Name:

Place number from "consumable" list by matching name.

a. Calcium Chloride Di hydrate

b. Sodium Chloride

c. Ammonium Chloride

d. - Ferrous Chloride =

e. Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate

f. Magnesium Sulfate Heptahydrate

Ammonium Chlorate

h. Calcium Chloride, Anhydrous

is Ferric Chloride

j. Dipotassium Hydrogen Phosphate

62
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Consumable Supplies - III

1. 721.8 mg anhydrous p.4assium nitrate, KNO3

2. 5.0 g sodium arserite, NaAs62

3: 1 g. brucine sulfate, (C23H26N204)2.H2S047H20

4. 0.1 g. sulfanilic acid,NH2C6H4S03H.H20

5. 3 ml concentrated hydrochloric acid, HC1

-6. 500 ml concentrated sulfuric acid, H2SO4

7. 300 g. sodium chloride, NaC1

6 3
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Check List - IIL

Chemical Formulae:

Place the number from the "consumable',,,lisi!by.the matching formula.

a. KNO2'

b. KC1

c. HC1

d: KNO3

e. ,NaC103

f. (C24H28N204)2.H2SO4.7H20

NaAs02

h. (C231120204) .H2SO4.7H20

i. 3--4H PO

j. HN2C6H4S03H.H20

k. H sn

1. NaC10

m. NaC1

64
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Module No: Module Title:

Basic Laboratory Skills

1 hour

Objectives:

Page 62 of 168e

Submodule Title:

Topic:

Matter

I

: Upon :completion of this module, the -participant,should b able to:

1. Note and observe volume change of liquids as to
2. Note and observe hy4roscopic properties of su' tances.

erature changes.

Instructional Aids:

Dry.right, balance, hotplate, beaker, ipet;

o-

Instructional Ap ach:

DeMonstratton

P

References:

None

at

^- ....,.

Class Agsignments:

1 None
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Module No: Topic:

Matter

Instructor Notes: Instructor Outline:

Start with cold water. Warm
to not more than 500

a

11111110

Demonstrate volume change of water and change
in temperature.

Demonstrate hydroscopic properties of NaOH and
dry-rite using a balance.

Weigh-some 'dry -rite from a desiccator. Let set
and weigh a seund time. Note weight change.

Discuss how the above two properties of matter
affect accurate measurement.

66
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Module No: Module Title:

Basic Laboeafory Skills

Approx. Time:

1 hour

Submodule. Title:

General Skills

Topic:

Solutions

Objectives:

Upon completion of this module, the participant should be able to:

1. Calculate the concentration of a solution in mg/1 or ppm. given the weigh
of solute in grams or milligrams and the volume of the solvent in liters.

2. Calculate the percent by weight of a solute given the weight of solute and
volume of solution.

3. Recognize the letter N and M following numbers as indicating that the
number is describing concentration.

Instructional Aids:

Handout "Solutions"

:I

Instructional Approach:

Lecture

References:

Basic Lab Skills, Engel Highby Wagner

Class Assignments:

Read handout

67
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Topic:

Sofuti ons

Module No:

InstructorNotes:

Handout "Solutions"

t*.

Instructor Out) ine:
I

1. a. Discuss and demonstrate mg/
concentration calculations. a

b. Indicate the relationship between lipm
and. mg/1

2. a. Discuss and demonstrate percent by
wei ght cal cul ati pns .

a. Discuss mol ari ty and normality as forms,
of Oemi ca?sconcentrati on measurement:

Is

-68
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SOLUTIONS

'Wastewater is a complex combination of water. oating and
-4

settleable solids, and dissolved solids. It is possible to separate the .

components of wastewater by physical and Mechanical processes such as

screening, settling, filtratidt and evaporation. Since this is the, case,

the-chemist calls wastewater a mixture.

Let us take a sample of raw wastewater and run itthrdugh(a very

fine filter. All the floating and settleable solids will be removed. The

filter also removes the turbidity. The filtrate, the liquid which comes

through the filter, is a part of the original mixture. It contains water and

utdcould_b_eAPREPY4111!°Iwo
more

components by distilling off the water. The dissolved solids would be left

behind: Thus the filtrate, too, is a mixture. But it is a very special '

mixture called a solution. The

of two or more substances. The

distributed among one/another.

term solution refdrs to a 'homogeneous, miiture

molecules of these substances are evenly

Because we cannot see/any one component. A

solution appears to be one pure substance. The components,of a solution will

not separate by settling.

The subject of solutions has been introduced by looking at wastewater

because it is a mixture, known to most of you: However, there are many other

solutions whiCK are familiar to you., We will now use some common solutions

to continue our st dy of this important topic.

Chennst-olasslify solutions into three.-major groups:

1. Gaseous solutions

2. LicLuid solutions

3. ,Solid-solutions
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We will look at each group separately.

4seouy solutions are made by mixing one,gas in another. :Air is

a gaseous solution. Air is made of nitrogen, oxygen, argon, carbon dioxide and

very small amounts of other gases. The molecules of each gas mix evenly-to

make a homogeneous mixture called air. The molecules of carbon dioxide are

heavier than the molecules of the other gases but they do not settle out. We .

know that the amount of oxygen in a Sample of air can change. There is less

oxygen' in a sample from.the top of a high mountain than there is in a sample

taken at sea level. Therefore, we must add to our description of a solution

this fact:

The 'compl4sition of a solution is changeable.

Liquid solutions are made by dissolving a gas, liquid or a solid

in a liquid. tap water is a solution which contains d4solved oxygen. The

oxygen molecules are mixed uniformly with the.water molebules to make a

homogeneous mixture. The oxygen molecules do not .settle out if the mixture

is allowed to stand undisturbed. "Old Granddad" is an exatple Of.a liquid

dissolved in another liquid: The alcohol molecules are dissolved uniformly

in the water. We know this because every jigger tastes the same. The

components of "Old Granddad" do not separate by settling. A sugar-water

solution is an example of a solid dissipved in a -liquid. The sugar crystals.

break up into molecules which mix uniformly with the water molecules. This

gives a mixture i4hich homogeneous and there is no settling: We must note

here that liquid solutions also, have variable compositions.' Alcohol-water

solutions have different strengths. Sugar-water sqh utions can be very sweet

1

and no so sweet depending )on the amount of sugar added.
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Solid solutions are solids in which the molecules of one component

are randomly mixed with the molecules of another component. An example of a

solid solution is brass, an alloy of zinc and copper,. Sterling silver is a

solution of copper an' ver.

We can now list the characteristics which are common to all

solutions:

1. Each component is broken down into molecules or atoms.

2. The molecules or atoms of each component are mixed uniformly.

3. No one component willisettle out.

4. Solutions are clear and transparent.:

5. The composition of a solution can vary.

To complete our study of the nature of solutions we must note two

properties of solutions. These properties apply to all solutions but in

varying degreo. The first is the effect of mixing two substances on the.

total volume of the solution, ;When .one liter of alcohol and one liter of

water are mixed, the total volume is less than two liters. When sugar is

dissolved inpwater, the volume of solution is larger than the original volume
.

of,water. Thus mixing two substances to make a solution may cause the total

volume Of solution to be greater or less than the total volume of liquid(s)

used.'

4

The second property is a temperature change caused by mixing two

different substances. When sulfuric aci-d,,H2SO4, or sodium hydroxide NaOH_

are.%dissolved in water, the solution initially becomes hot enough to boil
4

or at :least form steam. Making solutions of either H2SO4 or NaOH should be
9

n

done slowly and carefully. Use abo t half the water required and add the

'\
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acid or base to the water slowly. Allow time for this mixture to cool. Then

add the remaining water required slowly. Most acids sand bases Will cause a

temperature increase when mixed with water. The temperature increase results

from the reaction of the water with the acid or base. Acids react with water.

to produce electrically charged hydrogen atoms called hydrogen ions, H+.

t
Bases react with water proddcing hydrokide ions, OW. These two different

reactions both produce heat.

The temperature sometimes decreases when making a solution. When

sodium thiosulfate, (Na2S203.5H20), is added to water, the solution is

initially cold. When you discover this problem in making a:solution you must

first dissolve the chemical in about half the required water. Allow time fob

warming. .Then add the remaining required water.

Before we go to a new topic, three new terms must be introduced:

a. Sol ute

b. SolvelYt.

c. Solubility

The solute is the substance which dissolves. The solvent is the substance

which does the dissolving. For a solution, involving a solid mixed With a

liquid, the solid is considered the solute and the liquid is the solvent.

When 'a liquid is mixed with water, the water is the solvent and the other

liquid "is the solute. 4,

Examples

1. A salt-water solution Solute -salt

Solvent-water

2. An alcohol-water solution Solute - alcohol
Solvent-water

'12
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3. An acid-water solution . Solute-acid
Sal vent -water

w1111 ...ft

Solubility is a term which deScribet the maximum amount of solute

which will dissolve in the solvent. Solubility is a property of tht solute

not the solvent. Table salt, (NaC1), will ditsolve in water. The maximum

amount is 31.1,g. in every 100 g. of water. if the solVent is' alcohol only

0.051 g. of NaC1 will dissolve in 100 g. of Solvent. When gasoline is the

solvent the solubility of sodium chloride is 0.000 g. per 100 g. of solvent.

You can see that the solubility of a solute will change when the solvent is.

changed.

The solubility.of a solute in a specific solvent can p affected

by temperature changes. In general, the solubility of solids increases with.

an increase/in the temperature of the solvent. The
a
solubility of sodi

nitrate, NaNO3, in water, is 75 g. per 100 g. of water...at 0° C. and 127

per 100 g. of water at 60° C.

The solubility of gases decreases with an increase in the

g

temperature of the solvent. The'solubilitity of oxygen in water is about 15 mg.

in 1 liter of water at 00 C. and aboUt 9 mg. in 1 liter of water ,at 200* C.

The subject'of solubility and the variable nature of the

-solubility of a solute suggests the problems of siSecifyihg the actual amount

of solute dissolved in a solvent. The problem is particularly important since

many chemicals must be dissolved in water before they can be used. To solve

the problem chemists have developed a number called the "concentration" of

the solution. The concentration number describes the amount of solute in a

convenient volume of solution. Suppose 1 liter of solution contains 100*g.

of potassium iodide. The concentration is 100 g. per )iter of solution or

. simple 100:g/1 of potassium iodid76n water. If five 'liters of solution
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contains 750 g. of salt then the concentratioriis 750.g. per 5-liters. Since

5 liters_is not a "convenient" volume, ime use a proportion to find that the

1

concentration is 15 g/1 even though therelare actually liters of solution.

The concentration of a solution can be. found directly using the

formula below:

Concentration = w ht of solute
v ume o so ution

For example, 600 mg. NaC1 is dissolved in 0.5 1 of solution. The

concentration is: //,

Concentration 7- 600 mg.
0.5 1

Now we simplify the concentration number by dividiig the denominaior

and the.numerator by 0.5

Concentration = 1200 mg.
. 1 liter

or 1200 mg/liter

Tie concentration is normally reported in the units mg/1, g/1 or

ppm. If the weight and volume data are given in units other than milligrams

or grams and liters, you can change the given -units by the appropriate

conversion factors. Then use the formula given. Remember that

1 ing/1 =.1 ppm

1000 mg/1 = 1 g/1

Two other units of concentration commonly used in chemistry are

normality (N) and molarity(M). These are examples of the two units:

0.25N H2SO4- -- means a .025 normal solution of sulfuric acid.

2 M NaOH -- means a 2 molar solution of sodium hydroxide.

74
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Module Ho:

.

Module Title:

Basic Laboratory Skills

Submodule Ti tle:

General Skills
-Approx. Time:

1 hour

Topic:

Dilution Techniques .

Objectivet: .'
Upbn completion of this module, the participant should be able to:

1. Make single step and multiple step dilutions of concentrated samples and
perform calculations taking into account dilution factors.

.
4

.
.

..

Instructional Aids:

Handout: "Dilution Techniques"
Pi pets

Dilution Blankso ..

Instructional Approach: .

Lecture
.

Demonstration
Laboratory Practice

.

.
i .

References:
0

.
Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 14th Edition

t-.,

. ,

-
Class Assignments:

Read handout
Participate in laboratory practice sessions

A

/ C

1
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Module. No:

Instructor Notes:

Page 73 of lc&

Topic:

Dilution Techniques

Instructor Outline

Handout:

'Dilution Techniques"

4t.

Discuss dilution techniques.

Demonstrate dilution techni4ues.

Discuss and ddinonstrate calculations related to
dilutions.

76

_A.
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DILUTION TECHNIQUES

Sample dilution is necessary when the concentration of the entity

being measured is too great to be determined by the technique employed. .13y

diluting the sample with distilled water, or other solution free of the-

entity being measured its concent tion can be brought within the range

where it can be accurately measure,.

There are two basic methods.of dilution, serial dilution and

parallel dilution. In serial dilution a known volumed transferred to a

dilution blank plus the sample is used for the next transfer-1:10 and 1:100-

serial dilutions are shown on pages 75 and 76.

Parallel dilutions are made by always removing a known volume

from the sample bottle and using dilution blanks of various sizes to make

the proper dilutions. This technique is diagramed on page 77.

I. 44 Azt.

r

;,

`.1

av
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1:10 Serial Dilution Technique

0,
.1

AV

1. ml . actual sample

0.1 ml. actual sample

0.01 actual sample

0.001 ml. actual sample

V, t

0

1

0.1 nil.
r

0.0001 ml. actual sample
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1:100 Serial Dilution Technique'

ml. actual sample

. actual sample

ml.'

0.01 ml. actual sample

0.001 ml. actual sample'

99 ml.
-blank

0.1

0.0001 ml. actualsample

1

0.00001 ml. actual sample

1 vA.
0.000001 ml. actual sample-

4
0.0000001 ml, actual sample
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Parallel Dilution Techniques

Page 77 of 168

0.1 ml. actual sample

ml.
/

0.01 actual sample

0.001 actual sample
4

80
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Module No:

Approx. Time:

1/3 hour

Page 78 of 168

It#

Module Title:

Basic Laboratory Skills

Submodule Title:

General Skills

Topic:

Incubators

Obettiyes:

'Upon completion of thA module, the participant should be able to:,

1. ,State precautiOns applicable to the care and use of all incubatori.

Instructional Aids:

Handout

Instructional Approach:

Lecture
Discussion

N `

References:

1. Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 14th Edition.
2. Carnegie and Wooley, Laboratory Manual for Sanitary Microbiology and Sanitary

Chemistry, EPA, 1975.

Class Assignments:

# ,

Read handout a

8

7
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Module 46: Topic:

Incubators

Instructor Notes: Instructor Outline:

. Include discussions of:

a. Install ation

b. Temperature sensitivity

c. Humidity

d. Loading

e. Cleaning

f. Differences

Inclucediscussion of:

a. :Inttallation

Discus's the precautions which must bektaken.when
using 'gravity convection and forced a r
i noculators

..t

. Discuss the precautions which must be-taken when
using convection and circulated water bath
incubators.

b: Temperature sensitivity
,

c. Loading.

d.. Cleaning

e. Differenc e's
-

6

0 1

a 1

41 S

82
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Module No: Module Title:

Basic Laboratory Skills

jApfrox. Time:

2 hours

Submodule Title: ,

'

General 'Ski 1 is

Topic:

Balances

Objeciivek7

Upon completion of this 'module, the participant should be able to:-
a

1. State precautiont applicable. to the care and use of all balances. 4 :

2. Identify and use a triple ,beam balance with a range of 0 7100 g. with an
accuracy of i 0.01 g. given the4-loalance and apprOpriate reference material.

3. Identify and use an analytical balance with an accuracy oftt 0.0002 g:
given he balance and appropriate reference material.

I ni tructi °nal Aids:

Analytcal Balance
Weights
Beam Balance

Instructional Approach:.

Demonstration'
Lab

References: .
;-

.1
. .

Analyti cal Qual ity Control USEPA, Technglogy. Transfer

Class Assigninents\:"' A

$.
".

jiirticipOte in labdratory pracitce sessions'

""1/ */ : 83
I.

f.t
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Module No: Topic:

Balances

Iostruttor Notes: nstructor Outline:

I

1. Discuss care and. preventive maintenance
of balance.

2. a. Discuss.and-'demonstrate the use°of a

triple dream balance.
.

b. Have participants use a triple,beam
balance.

3. a.. Discuss and mons rate the use of an
analytical balance.

b. Have parti pant.weigh an,object on an
ahalytica balance.

c. Have participant weigh an object on two
different-inalytical balances.- Compare
the weights. Discuss the consequences
of the results.

4. Discus\s the use Df.other types, of balances.
Ex. electronic

84

/N.
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Module No:

,
.

Module iTitle:P 4, .

.
.

.

Basic Laboratory Skills .

A

Submodule Title:

Chemistry Skills .)Approx. Time:
1,-.

--

1 hour
Topic:Top / ,

.

Analytical Analysis_ , '

Obje,cti +/es: A
-

,

,.. \
Upon compliti on of this module, the, parti ci pant should be abl e,to:

I . ,

1. Differentiate between Vol umetri c. gravimetric 'and col ori metri c analysis.
2. Differentiate between preciSion and accuracy. .

-.
,

8.
., . .

i . . ' . . .
. .

e I

.

.

,

.

.

,...

.
.

Instructional Aids:
Volui-netriC glas.ware, filtration setup i `-Spec. 20 of filter photo meter
Overheads
1. Precision and accurac)111- ,

Handouts
_.

1.. Laboratory analysis ' " . ,

2. Precision, end acc.itr4V ''

,

. . .Instructional Approach: . - . ,

. ,
Lecture ,
Demonstration ; S" . ,

.
-,

,

.

.-
.

Referencest,
Simplifieil
Analyt

.

lab procedur for Wastewater Exatination, WPCF, 1971. _

1 Quality Cont ol, USEPA TEchnology Transfer
. .

. ,

., v . .
..

.. .4.

.

,

.

.-

0

...

Clas\Assignments:
A

A

Read handout " . .

4 .

.

'
sz:)

- ,

.
.

.
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Topic:

Analytical P.nalysis

Module No:

Instructor Notes:
'Instructor Outline:

Handout: Laboratory 'Analysis

Show using a known volume and
. concentration to determine

the' concentration of second.
known volume,.

Show.filfl.ation p 4-ghing.

Show the development.pf a
color in proportion to
concentration.

Overheads

Presicision and Accuracy

Handout: Precision and
Accuracy

1.

2.

Discuss volumetric analzis, gravimetric
analysis, colorimetric analysis.

Demonstrate an example of each type of .

analysis.

.

3. Define P cision and Accuracy,

Discuss precision acrd acchpcy and hoWtheY
relate to average and standard deviation:

86

4111000

b.

p
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LABORATORY ANALYSIS

The ,laboratory analysis of wastewater deals with the detection and

quantitative estimation of the substances present in wastewater and the

effeCts of,these substances on the, treatment process. In one- type of analysis

known, as "qualitative analyisu, the, operator sets out to detect the different

sub'stancq- tit may be present in the wastewaterbeing tested. In

"quadtitative- analysis", the operator attempts to determine exact amounts,
,

by weight Or by volume, of the various substances in a known weight or

volume of the wastewater.sample. Quantitative analyses are madp, volumetrically,

gravigeiri cal ly,, or col Orimetri cal ly.

'Volumetric Analysts

6

In laboratoi-y procedures claisified as volumetrid analyses, the

ope1ator measures the amount of a solution of kn6wn concentration that reacts

quAtitatIvely with a -particular substance in the solution 6f a weighed or

(oth'erwiseNmeasured portion of the original sample. The weight of materialsiil l Th iht f t til
,

being Sought is foudd indirectly from the amount of the known (stdIfvlard)

0
,

sol utl on that 'i s required. The 'means of detecting the completion or "end-

point" of the 'volumetric reaction is the indicator. The process of finding

theAmount. of the standard solution required ivs called a "titration`;. .

Gravimetric..Analysts. N

$1,

In laboratory procedures classified as gravimftriC analyses, the

operator metsures the sample of wastewater or sludge -and then isolates and

weighs an element _or one of its compounds. Examples of the gravimetric type
.

of analises are total solids (residue on ev*poration) and volatile solids

. ) ifieand suspended'solids.

87

I
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Colorimetric Analysis

Colorimetric methods of analyses have been developed for several

determinations in an effort to find faster, more economical, and convenient
.

ways of obtaining quantitative laboratory data. For a colcirimetric method

to be quantitative, it must form a compound with definitescolor

pharacteri sti cs which are directly proportional to the conceqration,of the

'substande being measured. Colorimetric measurements may be made in a wide

range of equipthent. *- The wastewater treatment plant oplrator'may pse standard
4

color-comparison twbes, phototlectri; colorimeters, or spectroPhotometers.

Each has its place -and particular application in wastewater janalys4s.

-comparison tubes; sometimes refesred-to as Nessler febes, have been standard. . ,
. ...-

-,.. -:
equipment for making colorimetric measurements for many . Precise Work,.

,. .
, ,

with colors comparison tithes .requires the use of tubes of matched size. Thee
,

main difficulty with /(thei r use is that the standard color solutions dften are,

. difficulty

unstable and every ime a determination ,has to be made it becomes necessary to
- s

,t
prepare a series of fresh' standards. the use of color and standards

.

is being replaced rapidly,by the photoelectric and spectrophotometric me

largely because of convenience anci 'accuracy.

It

° O

88
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ACCURACY AND PRECISION

of si

A

Accuracy is defined as the closeness of a measurement'or ser:ies.

ar measurements to-the true value of the quantity measured.

In contrast, precision or repeatability might be 'defined as .the.

closeness of a number of measurements to a common Value, but not necessarily

the true value, Precision'is deSirable but its attainment is not proof that

an accurate Series of meAsurements has been made, since constant sources*" of

error may enter into all of the measurements in -a series. These errors

might fall into one of two classes ;.some being determinate and, others

indeterminate. The determinate errors may be discovered; andcorrected for

or eliminated; While the indeterminate errors essentially are obscured 4tfd

unknown.

Determinate errors May be:

1. Personal errors due,to factors fbr which the operator is responiible,-

Such -as neglecting to read a buret prolierry,inability, to identify color

"changes, failure to x volumetric solytions compl ely, or mis-reading
Pa %

values marked on sm weights.

2. Instrumental errors due to the Instruments. Imperfect-weigli.ts, 'volumetric

glassware, and balances are sources of instrumental error.

3, Errors in method, including those due to such thin§S al the use of an
rb..°

'improper temperature or time of drying of a solids sample.

;In general, no laboratory result should be rejected except for an

obvious source of/.error. Measurements that vary.widely from the mean (or

average) may be emitted when determining an average if a reasonable

explanation-is given. For instance, in a series of four parallel observations ,

+
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Or determinations, if one of the four is greatly different from the other

three,-it might be coMittedr.

n any measurement only'one uncertain figure, should be retained.

An uncertain.figure is the result of an estimate between division on a scale.

For. example; on a buret which is calibrated only to tenths of ml, the

reading would be estimated to the nearest hundredth. Weights in grams should

be recorded with 6m:figures to the right of the decimal point-(for example;

4.3267 g). Following the rule that only one uncertain figure is retained in

recording a measurement, the numbers thus set down are considered to be

significant figures. In rounding off measured or computed Cluatities to tie

proper number of significant figures 1 should be added to the laSt

significantjigure-in the next position isi.or greater. For example, in '

-we4ing,4.32567 g would be rounded off to 4.3257,g.' '('
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Module No Module Title: ,

Basic Laboratory °Skill

Aplit,Oe Till.
: fr,;` :,[.-
.. ... -/ Topic:

3_. hours . Volumetric ,Glassware

1

SubmoduleTitle:
Chemistry 11 s

a

Objectivds:

a-

Upon completion of this module, the participant shoyld be able to:

I. Demonstrate the proper use' of the following types,,of volumetric
Buret, volumetric flask, pipet.

2. , Indicate tht differenCe ,between glassware calibrated to contain
'deliver,"

3- Conduct a titration of a strong acid with a strong-base' using a
point using proper vl uilletric technique.;

I ns truct iona I

Han doul;:- -Vol umetrtc G1 as sward

Volumetric glassware
Tttration setup.

. ,

Instrtictioiial Approach:

Lecture
Dembhstration
Lab

glassware:
. .

and to

color end

References:

Standard Methods, 14th Edition
Analytical Quality Control; USEPA, Technology Transfer

a.

Class Assignments:'.

Read Handoug '' , : 4-'iIV'':=.,- ,y.,
Parti ci pate i n 1 abo rato ryl.p rastip. Sgsf,.

-----.. qr

\ t ,,, r ,',. 4
-41...r

Ill.
.11.

11.. N,
b.

s

N. ,
"e

'a):\ '
a
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Module, rt.:

Instructor Notes;

o

Titration

Dilute 10'ml. of 1 N
H?.SO4 to 100 ml. and,
titrate with 0.1 N Na0H.

'Topic:

Volumetric Glassware

S. P Duopette)'

1 N H2SO4 acid
.1 N NaOH Base Phenolphythalei
end point.

Handout: Volumetrit
Glassware

-.

a ,*

a.

Ihstructor Outline:

b

. a. Demonstr thd proper use of dur
volu is flask and pipet.

-.

b. Conducting titration.
,to

Discuss' use of glassware ,calibrated to "'containand to deli
ver.,- Indicate' when each is- to

used.

Show a pipet calibrated t contain and to
.deliver.

Have participant practice titration tech
by diluting an acid and titrating it wit
base using, a color endpoint.

rvA
0

.r

1

1"



VOLUMETRIC GLASSWARE
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BURETTES

(

Bbrette Accuracy Toleiances

Delivery, ml - 10 25

Class A (Precision Grade). ±0.02 ±003
Other than Class A ±0.04 ±0.06

Delivery, ml , 50 100

Class A (Precision Grade) . ±0.05 ±0.10
Other than Class- A ±0.10. ±0.20

Automatic burettes with overflow orifice fo,r
filling are very convenient for rapid repetitive
titration but cannot be relied upon to deliver
within the accuracy tolerances shown in the
table above beciause of the somewhat inconsis-
tent establishment of initial level at the over-
flow aperture.

Schellbach burettes, which are considered
very easy -tb read, cannot be guaraiiteed to fall
strictly within the stated tolerances because of
personal variables in reading this type of burette.

. -

Volumetric Flas

pipettes .

-Mohr. -Volumetric Treader.

Flasks not described as Class A'are calibrated at 20°Ath the following! tolerances:
Capacity, ml , 10 25 50 100 200 250 500 1000. 2000
Tolerance, 0.06 '0.06 0.10 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.30 0.60 '100

_._ Flasks designated "Class A" are slibrated to meet N.B.S. specifications:
-Capacity, ml 10 25 50 100 200 250 500 1000 2000

Tolerance, ± 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.30 0.50

PIPETTES

Tolerances For Analytical Grade Pipettes
Transfer Pipettes .

Measitring and Serological Pipettes
Size Tolerance Size - Tolerance
1 ml. A ...±0.012 ml 15 ml ±0.b6 ml
2 ml ±0.012 ml 20 ml. ±0.06 nil
3.ml ±0.02 ml 25 ml 10.06 ml
4 ml ±0.02 ml 50 ml ±0.i0 ml
5 ml ±0.02 ml 100 ml. ±0.16 ml

10 ml ±0.04 ml 200 nil ±0.20-ml

-8.7._

Size
0.1 ml.
0.2 ml

,...
Tolerance
±0.005 ml
±o.00b ml

1 ml ±0.02 ml
2 ml ±0.02 ml
5 ml ±0.04 ml /

10 m4 ... ±0.06 nil
.25 114 . 15.10 1311

50 nil. ±0.16 ml



Module No: Module Title:

Basic Laboratory Skills

Approx. Time:

3 Hours

Objectives:

Page of 168+e'

SubmodUle Tttle:

Chemistry Skills

Topic:

Standardizati oon lagents

z/
Upon completion of this module /the participant should be able to:

.

1. Indicate th relation0Ip between normality and volume of two neutralizing,
. solutions oCI. the equivalence point.

2. Calculate the weight of solute needed to make a solution of stated
normality givenva list of equivalent weights.

3. tandardiz a solution given a neutralizing primary standard, balance and
volumetr* glassware,

Instructional Aids:

Titration setup

11
A'

Instructional Approach:

Lab

References:

Standard Methods, 14th Edition

Class Assignments:
.-7
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MOdule,No: Topk:

Volumetric Analysis
m

Instructor Notes:, 4 Instructor.Outline:

KHP

EWT =
Base .1 N

\

A

1. a. Explain the equation ml x N = -ml x N

b. Work examples using data from topic on
volumetric glassware.

2. a. Discuss hoot the normality of a solution
can be determined. Give the equivalent

.

weight of the soluteileeighi of solute and
'volume of .solution'.

b. 'Work examples

3. a. Define primary standard

b. Have participant weigh out a given amount of
primary standard and titrate it with a base.

,,c. Have participant calculate the exact
tormality of the base from the above,data.:,

ti
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Module WI:: Module Title:t

A *

Page 97, of 168

Basic Laboratory Skills

Approx:Time:

hours

Submodule Title:

Chemistry Skills

Topic:

Colorimetric Analysis

Objectives':

Upon completion of 'this module,. a participant should be able to:

1. Indicate the, relationship between concentration and absorbance.
2. Identify.the'basic 'components of a.Spec 20 or other common laboratory

spectrophotometer,
3. Set up, standardize and use a Spec 20 to determine the absorbance-of a

sample, given a Spec 20, sample, operating instructions and wavelength
of max absorbance of the sample.

4. Indicate the relationship between absorbance'and transmittance.

Instrudional Aids:

EPA video tape
Overheads
Handout: "Colorimetric Analysis"

e

Instructional Approach:

JLetture
Lab

References:.

Effluent Monitoring Procedures, Nutrients, USEPA

.at =MN a

a

r

Class Assignments:

<Read handout

Participate'jn laboratory prattice sessions

100
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Module No:

I

Instructor Notes:

Tolii c -:

Colorimetric Analysis

Iristructor Outline:

Spec 20
Overheads

Handout: Colorimetric Analysis

EPA video tape

41;

I. a. biscuss,igeer',.s Law

.b. DemAstrate Beer's. Law using nessler
tubes and a KMnO4 solution.

2. a. Identify the components of a.Spec 20.

b, Explain how each
component works%and wha

its pupos,p.:is in the Spec 20.

3. .a. Demonst Ate the use of a Spec 20.

b. Have gArtilcipants set Pup, standardize
and use the Spec 20.

4. Discuss the relationship between absorbanceand transmittance.

101
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COLOIMETRIC ANALYSIS

Use of a Spectrophotometer

,
Page 99 of 168

General Description of Equipment Used in the Process

A. Capita)

1. One Bausch'and Lomb Spectronic 20'Spectroptiotome.per.,
2. bne.manufacturer' 'smanual for the spectrophotometer

3. Stifl, or other source of distilled waterI
4. Hotplate

.

5. One sp-ectro'photometer cell - A set of cells may be used onlyf the

cells are opticafry matched. One cell would be used for each

solution.

B. ,Reu.able

1. Brush (for cleaning spectrophOtometer cell)

s\,2. Laboratoryo,apron

3. Safety .glass'es

4: One pen or pencil ".

5. Notebook or data sheet (see page 1-23) for recording data

6. Brush (for dustin`g" spectrophotometer)

7. One 2 liter beaker

8: One25'0'ml.. beaker

9. One glass, stirring rod

10. One 2 Cliter glass stoppered bottle .

11. One visible ppotettube. (Bausch. and Lomb catalog number 339-71)

12. One, iniraredlihototube (Bausch and. Lomb catalog number 3322-72)

13: One infrared filter (Busch ,and Lott catalog number 33-29=-18),.
4

1. D

102
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14. Ten soft tissues (for wiping the' cells)

15. One plastic squeeze 'distilled water\bottle

16. Sink or 1 liter container for rinsing solutions

0 17. One 1 cm. cell (to fit the SpeqtroniE 20)

C. Consumable

1. Soap

2. Sodium dichromate, Na2Cr207

3.' Concentrated sulf ric acid, 1-1250.4

Itelts A4, 67 through 610, and Cl, through C3 for cleaning the _spectrophotometer

cell.

4

0
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Use.oT a Spectrophotometer

.1. Analysis Obje ive:

.The user'of t e attached effluent monitor

to use the B sch and Lomb Spectronic 20 Spectrophotometer for making

4 4

.g procedure will learn how

colorimetricilmeasurements.

1
il

2. Brief Description of.Analysis:

In .the fiell of water pollution analysis, many determinations, are ba,e..r

on measuring the intensity of color at a. particular wavelength. In

1 , ,

:general ,, color is formed in the sample by some sort of preliminary
.

,

treatment Such as'distillation or digestion; and then-adding a color

developing reagent. The intensity of the color formed is related to

the amount ormaterial ('such as phosphorus) in the sample. As p'art of

the analysis, color is also developed in a series of standards; in each

of the,standards is a known amount of.the material (such as phosphorus),

of interest. 'It ,calibration curve is made using the color intensities

of the individual standards'and the correspondtng-Wouhts of material

present. The amount of material present in the sample is determined '
A

usim the calibration curve. A Bauschiand Lomb Spectronic 20

SpectrophotOmeter is an instrument used to measure the color intensities-

of the standards and sample. The word absorbance is associated with the',

words color intensity; i.e, a sample or standard which has a low color

.

intensity will also have a lbw absorbance.

104 2'
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A. Equip dent Preparation

10. Cell cleaning

Clean the Bausch -& Lomb Spectronic 20 Spectrophotometer4atithe

cell.

a. For the rest of this effluent monitoring. procedure thp. abbreviation

a

Page 102 of 168

,-\
Nc.

,-

"Spec 20" will be used.

2. Spec 20 cleaning

Clean the Spec 20.

a. It should be free 'of dusti, dirt, and spilled chemicals.

b. The Spec 20 Should be stored in an area where there is no danger

that chemicals will be spilled on it.

c. The plastic cover .supplied with the Spec 20 should be covering

the instrument whenever it is notin use.

If the power cord is plugged into a wall, outlet, remove it.

3. Phototube /
I t

Check whether the\ proper phototube is in place.

a. See Section C for.instructions on changing the ,phototube
\

=and

inserting the filter.

b. On the wavelength scale, note that below about 625 nm, the

numbers are in black; and that above 625 nm, the number$ are in red'

c. If the wavelength.to be. used in the particular phototube (pusch

& Lomb Catalog number (33-29-71) should be used.

d. If the wavelength to be used is in the red lone, \the infra-red

phototube (Bausch4 Lomb Catalog number 33-29-72) and infra-red
.

filter (Bausch & Lomb' Catalog number 33-29-18) Sho d be used.
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. Spec 20

1. Warm up

Plug the power `cord into.a wall outlet

a. 115 V, A.C., 60 Hz

2. Turn the powenSwttch/zero control knob (see figure 1) clockwise,

until a click is heard.'.

a. The instrument-is now turned on.

b. If there is a pilot light on the instrument, it will ,also-.be on.
4 N

.
- //. A

c. The soand of the cooling fan 'may also be Ward.'

,

3. Turn the poWer switch/zero control knob an
r

addittonal one half

clockwise turn.

a. This will keep the needle from "pegging" during the warm up

period.
,/

4. Wait ten minutes

a.' This is the` warm up period.

b. Ten minutes are generally specified in the manufacturer's manual.

However4 longer warm up periods than those Specified generally give

. 0,

better instrument stability.

c. If the Spec 20-is old, a-longer than 10 minute warm up period may,

be required; Twenty to thirty minutes would be.asuitablewarm up

time.'

Operation

1. Assemble the standards and samples. whose color intensities are to be

measured.

2. Set the wavelength control to the desired setting.

;

0 6
,
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a. This setting will be specified in'the procedure you .are. using .

3

to determine the particular parameter.

b., Always:appcoach the desired setting' by turning the knob

"0
clockwise.

3. If the sample,holder cover is open, close it.

a. It should be closed unless a cell is being inserted or removed.

4. Turn the power, switch/zero control knob until the needle reads

infinite (symbol ) absorbance.

a.. Use the absorbance. (lower) part of the scale. The other (upper)

half.of the scale is marked ift. transmittance.

b,. The words absorbance and coloi intensity are, related; i.e.

if a solution has a lad ccolor intensity:it
,

will alto. have a low

absorbance.

5. Fill the cell with the blank.

a. Also sometimes called the zero standard.

6. Empty the cell into the sink.

7. Fill the cell with blank.

8. -Empty. the cell, into the. fink .

a: The cell has now been rinsed twice with solution.

9. Fill the cell with blank.

a.: Three., fourths' lull ._. Estimate ihi,s vol ume.

10. Thoroughly wipe the outside of the cell with a tissue.
.

\
a. So as to remove fingerprints and any spiljed solution. .

.

11. Open the sample' holder cover.

3
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12. ,Sloitly and gently slide the tell down nto the sample holder" as

far as it will go.

a. DO not f orce the cell down.

b. The needle' wil i move away fr m the infinite absorbance setting.
. 4 .

131 Slowly rotate the ce,11-;until tie
/

white vertical line on Oe' cell is-
------ \

, in line with the ridge on tth iclge of the 'sample hbltder (see figures
1/,2 and 3).

14.' Close the sample holder.over..

15. Turn the light control knob until the needle reads zero ablorbante.
%°

-a. Use the absorba te'scale for all'of the readings.
A

.16. Record an abs&rba ce of zero and a doncentratiph of zero for this
;

solution.

a: -4 ample data sheet is oh page 23..
17. Raise he sample holder cover.

Slowly-remove the 'cell.

No solution should be spilled my inside of instrument:,

19. Close the oVer,.
k

41.

a. .the'ineedle sh'ould return to the infinite absorbance setting.

If it does -not, reset it with the power switch/zero control
.
4

,knob: \ e

'b. , If -fit was necessary to reset the infinite abs_orbance reading;
,

L,/
.

. .
repeat Iteps. 11 through 15. .

. , . .

0,

20. Empty tit contents of the cell into the sink.

,, . .

/ .

21. Fill the cell with fap Water:'
, c2. Empty it into the s.ink.'*

0©
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23 Fill the. cell with tap water.
.

24. Empty it into the sink.

25. Fill the cell with distilled water.

26. Empty it into the sink.

27. Fill the cell with distilled Water.

28. Empty it into .the

29. Fill the cell with -the next solution whose color intensity (absorbance)

is to be measured.

a. In a se.t of standards, the, absorbance of the lowest concentration

standard is measured second,-and soion, to the highest .concentratio

standard.
1

30. Empty it into the sink.

31., Fill the cell 'with the same solution .aglk.
p

32. Empty it into the sink.
417

33. ,F111., the cell three fourths full with the same solutidn.

34. Thoroughly wipe the outside of the cell withea tissue.

a. So as to remove finger prints and anyspilled solution..

35. Open the sample holder cover.

36. Slowly and gently slide the cell down into the sample holder as fai

as it will go.

a. Do not force the cell down.

The needle will move- away from the infinite absorbance setting.

37. Slowly rotate the cell until the white vertical line on the cell is

in line with ridge on the edge of thelsample holder (.see figure 2 &A).

38. .Close the sample holder cover.-

109
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39. Record the absorbance and concentration of 'this solution'.

a. While looking at the absorttance scale, note' that in some parts

of the scale, the thirc4lace to the right o the decimal will be

an estimated number, while in. other parts, the second place will

'bean estimated number.

b. Absorbance values of greater than 0.7 are 'considered to be

inaccurate. For this reason, about Wee 4kample dilutions are

usually done so that at least one will give an absorbpce of less

than 0.7. If one of-the stanards happens. to have an absorbance

of greater thab 0.7, it should not-lbe used. .

c., If a great number of measurements are to be made at a particular
4-

time (e.g., a great number of phosphorus absorbancies are, to be -

measured), steps.' 4 thrOugh.15 shoad.be repeated every fifth

measurement.

d. Recall that step 4 was done with no cell irt the instrument.

e. This is an insurance against "drifting" -of the setting.

40. Using each of.the rest of the standards in =sequence, and samples,

repeat steps 17 through 39.

41. Repeat, steps, 17 through 28.

42. Store the cell until it is again needed.

43. Turn the power switch/zero control knob slowly cauritter- clockwise

until a click is hea'ra.

If the° instrument has: a pilot light, -.it will go out.

b. The Spec 20 is turned off.

-44. If a plastic cover was supplied with the Spec 20, it shOuld now be

. replaced.

7
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C. Phototube Changing

1. Turh the power switphtzero control knob slowly counter-clockwise

until a click is heard.

a. The instrument may already be turned off.

b. If the instrument has ,a pilot light, it will go out.

c.' The Spec 20 is timed off.

2. Remove the power cord from the wall outlet.

a. The power cord may already be removed from the wall outlet.

3. Tilt the Spec 20 away from you.

a. The Spec 20 should be standing on.tts back.

b. 'The bottom of the instrument is facing you

c. This position is somewhat unsteady. Be careful not to knock the .

instrument over.

4. Steady he instrument with one hand.

5. Loosen the thumbscrew with the other hand (see figure 4

10
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Module No: Module Tit e:

,1 Basic Lab atory SOills

Time:.

1; 4f4bur.

SUlimodule. Titre:

Chemistry Skills

''' Tdpic:'

Standa.rd Curves,'

tcrtt

10

0

Objectivek a . .
I ,

:.
_Upon Completiop of this module, the partiaipant Stiould'be able for

, . .

c;,.. .
,-- 1. Prepare a standard .curve by plotting absorbance' vs. concentration of

standard solutions and use the standard curve to determine the concentration
of an unknow' sample given its, absorbanc9 . ,

Instructional Aids:

Handout: "Standard Curves

Instructional Approach:

'Lab.

,

References:

Effl uent'lloni toring Procedures, Nutrients
"K. ,

4,

Class Assignments: '

Read handout

118
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Module No:.

Standard Curves

Instructor Notes:

Handout

Standard Curves

A

4

Instructor Outline:.

1. a. Discuss the use of standard curves.

9

t,

b. Demonstrate the make up of the curve
and use of it to determine the concentratio
of a solution.

c. Work handout

d. Have participants,make up a series of'
known standards and determine the
concentration of an unknown using
techniques from the topics Colorimetric
Analysisand Stndard Curves.

-44
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Preparation of Calibration Graphs

1: Analysis Objectives:

The learner will prepare a calibration graph and will usg it to determine

the condentration*of a chemical constituent in a sample of sewage effluent.

The vo-rd concentration means how much of the chemical constituent is

v.

present in a certain amount of sample; 1.0 mi

value of concentration.

2. Brief Description of Analysis:

igram/liter6is an,example

- , k

In the field of, water pollution analysis, calibration graphs are commonly
. 4

used in two areas: Absorbance and transmittance measurements. In the

first case, energy is absorbed by some chemical constituent in a

solution. The amount of energy absorbed or transmitted sepe related

to the quantity of chemical constituent in a water sample by means of a'

calibration graph. Examples of absorbancemeasurements are colorimetric

detgrminations, such'as nitrate or phpsphlte using a spectrophotometer,

and the determinatfon of mercury or iron using atomic absorption. examples

of transmittance measurements are the determinations of sodium or

potassium using flame photometry.

Two things must be done in order to prepare a calibration graph. A

series of standards must be prepared. A standard is a solution which

contains a known amount the same chemical constituent which is being
v4r

determined in the sample. Secondly, the absorbance or transmittance of

these standards must be measured.

In order to)actually determine how much of the.chemical constituent is

120
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in, the sample, the .absorbance' or ,transmittance of the 'simple must first

-- be determined. The amount of chemical constituent is then read from the

calibration graph-.

,.
For the sake of simplifying the instruction, absorbance values only will

be used in the following procedure.

A. Graph Paper

I. General Comments

R)

a. Remove the page containing figure 1.

b. Lay it on a desk or any other place where it will be convenient .

for you to.write on it.

I. For the remainder of this procedukv, you will actually use

. figure 1 and some example aBorbance and concentration values

to prepare a calibration graph. Additional figures are also

included to demonstrate the instructions.

2. You will have-to furnish your own piece of graph paper when

you want to prepare other, calibration graphs.

2. Labeling the graph paper

a

a. Draw two lines on figure '1 so that it looks like figure 2.

I. Use a pencil, since you may have to do/some erasing during'

the preparation of the calibration graph.

b. Label figure 1 so that it looks like figure 3.

1.4
40

mg/1 stands for'milligraus per liter. It is an expression
.--.

of concentration. If the amount of chemical constituent

.

, , ..

present in the sample is extremely small, the libel mg/1

121
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(mi crOgrats per 1 i ter), mi ght be used. A stands 'for

absorbance. . .

The mg/1 line is a horizontal line. It is called the X..axis4i

or abscissa. The'ltline is called-the Y axis, or ordinate,-

c. Examine -the exam lezabsorbance and concentration values in the_p.

column belbw.

1. mg/1

-*" 0.0

10.6

20.0

30.0 -°'

40:0

p

. A

0.000

0.060

0.120

0.20

.0.340

470

0.590

st.

A of ample = 0.180' .
. - .

r . ,,,

2. It is data for a series of standar
4

3. Each pair cif.values -(e.g. 570 'and 0.06) represents a point on

the graph.

4. , Later, you will complete the calibration graph by drawing a

straight line through the seven points.

d. Note that the mg/Ivalue 'fis40:0 'And ithe_highest is 50.0.

e. Mark the.mg/1 axis on figure 1 so that it looks like figure 4.

1. Note that the entire length of the mg/1 axis was used. AlwayS

use as much of this line as is convenient. Do not,

. example, use only ontithalf of the mg/1 aids to mark off the

.`values.
122
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2. Alto note that each of 'the Large squares is marked as a whole

number of mg/1.

3. Two of the smaller squares equal 1 mg/1.

f. Note that the lowest. A value is 0.060 and the highest is 0.590.

1. It is generally not considered good practice to have A values

greater than 0.6 or 0.'7.

g. Mark the A axis on figure 1 so that it looks like figure 5.
..

1. Note that the en ire length of the A axis was used. Always

use as much of this line as convenient. -Do not, for example

use only one-half of the A axis to mark off the values.

2. Also note that each of the large squares is marked as a whole

number of A units.'
. . i

3. Oneof the smaller squares equals 0.01 A units. 0

, 4. If transittance measurements were being made, the Y axis or

ordinate, would bemarked T. T axes are always marked from

'0 bottom of axis) to 100, (top of axis).

3.. Drawing the calibration graph

a. On figure 1 df;aw a vertical line from he 50.0 mg/1 point of the

mg/1 axis to the top'of the graph.

1: Figure 1 should now.look like-figure 6.

. On.figure 1 draw a horizontal line from the 0.590 point of the

A axis to the right side of the graph.
1. Figure 1 should now look like figure 7.

2. The intersection of these two Tines is the point represented

by a concentration of 50.0 Mg/1 and an absorbance of 0.5901

123 .4
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c. Using the same'technique 1 and e abov

five points on figure 1.

1. The point located at 0.0 and 0.000 is at

e,locate the next

of the mg/1 and A axes.

2. Your graph should now look like figure.

require more than five Points:

d. ,Lay your ruler on figure 1.

the intersection

Some analyses may

,w

1. So one end of it lies at the 0.0 - 0.000 poin

50.0 - 0.590 point.

e. Look along the edge of the ruler.

1. The other five points (represented by the inters

, and at the

ectiOhs of the

.horizontal and vertical lines do not all lie aldn

the ruler.
v

.f. Draw a line between the 0.0 - 0.000 and the 50.0 - 0.59

g the edge of

1. Note that some of the points lie slightly above the

0 points.

line,

some lie slightly below the line, and some lie on the

If one point is considerably off the line, some error

preparing the particular standard was probably made.

line.

in

2. This is the line of beit fit for the seven points. Alw

the line of best fit when preparing calibration graphs.

3. The calibration graph .is now complete.

ays draw

4. Figure 1 should now look like figure 9.

5. After you have prepared A few. calibratidn graphs, you will

that you won't have to draw the ,horizontal and vertical line
,

to locate the points. You'll be able to move your pencil

find

124"
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41.

........=111..

along the graph paper, and put dots at the appropriate points.

You'll then draw the line of best fit through them to the

0.0 - 0.000 point.

4. Determining the concentration of the chemical constituent in the

sample:

a. Locate 0.180 on the A axis.

1. This wat the absorbance of the sample

b. Draw a horizontal line to the right side of the paper.

1. It should now look like figure 10.

c. Locate the intersection of,this horizontal line and the sloping
r

calibration graph.

d. From this intersection, draw'a vertical line down,to the-bottom.

of.the paper.

1, It should now look- like figure 11.

e. Note that the vertical line crosses the mg/1 axis at 15.3

1. ,Recall that on the mg /l axis, 2 of the small squares equal
ro

1 mg/l.

2. 15.3 mg/1 is therefore the concentration of the'chefnical_

constituent being measured in the sample.

5. Sample dilation
4 4-,

A. If it was necessary to dilute the sample, the value read from

the mg/1 axis must be multiplied by a dilution factor.

. 1. The dilution may have been necessary so that the A value

for the sample would not be greater than the A value obtained

for the highest concentration standard; 0.590 in this set of --

example data.
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2. The dilutidh factor is the ml. of sample taken fordi 7ution,

divided into the ml. for which it was diluted;, e.g., 10.0

ml. of the original sample were diluted to 1000 as in. a

"volumetric fl ask) the 'di) ution factor would be 00/10, or 100/:
'..

3. ,In some determinations,- you -may prepare more thin one dilution

\
.

of the sample. [rook at the.,mg/1 axis of figure 1 and assume
,

that three di 1 uti ons of the ssaapl e gave va 1 ues. of 2.2 , 24.0,
,

,..

and 48.0 mg/1, before correcting for the dilution factor. If '.
i

is common practice to use the 24.0 value, since ft lies

nearest the middle of the calibration graph. t.
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Page 135, of 168

Module No: Module Title:

Basic Laboratory Skills .5%

Approx. Time:

1 hour

Submodule Title:

Chemistry Skills

Topic:

Lab Supplies and Chemicals

Objectives:

Upon completion of this module, the, participant should be.able to:

1. Demonstrate the use of lab.supply and chemical catalog in procuring lab
supplies and chemicals.

Instructional/Aids:

Catalogs Chemical and Supply

Instructional Approach:

Lab

Lecture

References:

None

Class Assignments: 14..--

1

-Participate in laboratory practice session

146 , 1
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.. Page 136 of 168

Module No._

Instructor Notes:

Topic:

Lab Supplies'and ChemicalsVil
Instructor Outline:

4 ,P)

1. a. Discuss lab and chemical supply catalogs.

Grade of glassware, chemicals and
equipment.

Discuss shelf life and quantities to be
ordered.

_ b. Given a list of chemicals and apparatus,
have participant make'up an order.

147

0
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Page 137 of 168

Module No:-.'-- Module Title:

'Basic Laborato&sSkiik
.

. c

.

Submodule Tftle: .
Chemistry SkilTs

-

Approx. Time:

30 Min.

Topic: ,

Standard References --

Objectives; .

.

Upon. completion of this module, the participant should be able to: .

1. List the standard references approved by the Environmental Protection
Agenty. 4

.

.

.....1
P

'
.

InstrUctional,Aids:

.

All Standard References ...

.

c

0
.

.

-,.,

Ins'tructjonal Approach: /

.
.

.

. ,

Lecture I ,
'....

_

.

.

References: . -

Federal Regulations, Vol. 28, No. 199, pt2, `Oct. it, 1973-

.

-

..

.

class Assignments: .

.

None ,
.. .,

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

. .

_. _

148
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V

Plo:dule No: Topic:

Standard References

Instructor Notes: Instructor Outline:

List .the standard references usrd n water and,
wastewater 1 abs .

Compare the formats of the references.
,.

Di s cuss the use of, non-standard metliods al-Ong
with the vat ue of-. s tan dard methods .

7,1

C

4
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Page 139v.of 168

Module No

. 1

..,

Module jitle: _

Basic Caboratory Skills ,

Submodule Title:

Microbiology Ski lls , , ._
Approx. Time: '

1/3 hour

Topic:

Laboratory Cleanliness

.

.

.

.
.

Objectives:

.

Upon completion'of this module, the participant should be able to:
.

1.' State the proper method of cleaning a laboratory. .

2. Identi fy the proper schedule and reason for laboratory cleaning.

-
.

.

,

..

Instructional Aids: .

Handout: Laboratory Cleanliness
#

.

. - .

InstructionallApproach:

Lecture _,
.

Discussion .
,.

. .

-

,

.

. .-

Referencet: .
e. >

I ef'.......'

1. 'Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 14th Edition.

4

..A-
.

.

. .

. .

'tiass Assignments: ...
$

. .

- Read handout _
.

. 1;n

.
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ModUle No: Topic:

Laboratory Cleanliness

Instructor Notes:

Handout: Laboratory Cleanline

1. Include discussion of:

a. Disinfectants

b. .11se' of vat uum cleaners

c. Cleaning tools

1. Sponges

2. Towels

3. Scrubbers

d. Cleaning and preserving
stainless steel with
mineral oi 1

2. Include discussion of:

a. Daily wipedowns

b. Weekly wipedowns

c. Major cleaning days

d. Garbage cleanup-,

Instructor Outline:t

. Discuss methods of cleaning a laboratory used for
microbiological analysis.

. Discuss cleaning schedules and rational behind
the schedules.

I
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Page. 141 of 168
4

LABORATORYTLEANLINESS

A. Types of disinfectants

I. 70% Ethanol

2. Phenols i.e. 0-Syl

3. Quiterniary ammonium compounds

4. Halogen compounds

S. Activated sialdehyde i.e. cidex

B. Use of disinfectants
j

I. - Weekly

a. Wipe down all shelyes removing all glassware and books
o

b. Wipe down all incubators, inside and outside

c. Wipe out inside of autoclave.

2.- Daily

a. 'Wipe down tops of all counters, large pieces of equipment

3. Immediately before testing disinfect work area

4. Immediately disinfect spills

C. Sources of Contamination

I. Dirt around lab

2. Spilled samples or cultures'

'3. Un-autfflaved bacterial garbage
fi

4. Chemical contamination from use of glassware for both Chemistry

testing and Bacterial testing.

152
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Moduli No:
.

.

.
.

Module

Basic Labor Skills

Submodule Title:

Microbiology Skills-
4Approx. Time:

2/3 hour .

.

Topic:

Equipment Packaging

Objectives:
:

Upon completion of this module:the participant should be able to:

#-

1. Demonstrate the ability to determine how a piece of equipment mU't be
packaged and labeled for sterilization. .

2. Identify reason for packaging equipment.

.

.

,

.
.

Instructional Aids:

Handout: Equipment Packaging

Laboratory practice

_.----
.

.

Instructional Approach: _

Lecture '
-

Discussion

Demonstration and supervised laboratory practite

.

References:

1. Standard Methods for the Examinationof Water and Wastewater, 14th Edition.

.

.

.

,
- .

,

.Claims Assignments:
.

Read handout
.

CoMplete laboratory assignment .

15 . , .
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AodUle Ho: Topic:

Equipment Packagtpg

Instructor Notes: Instructor Outline:'

Handout: Equipment Packaging

1. Include explanation of:

a. Why brown (non bleedin
Kraft paper is used.

b. When aluminuth foiLl is-

used.

c. What a bacterial barrie
represents.

1. In liquid

2. In air

. Discuss and demonstrate the choice and method
of equipment packaging including packaging for
steam and hot air sterilization.

. Discuss the purpose of the packaging.

. Have participant practiceby packaging'an article
.for sterilization.

.154
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EQUIPMENT PACKAGING

'I. Preparatiori

A. All glassware and filter funnels must be thoroughly washed in non-

toxic detergent.

1. i.e. Alconcd

2. Removes bacterial scum from glassware

Rinse 6 - 12 times in hot tap Water'

1. Removes detergent residue

2. Residue.is harmful.,to bacteria

C. Final rinse 1 - 3times in distilled water

1. Removes mineral residue from tap water

2. Prevents water sting

D. Air Dry

1. Any spot indicates dirt

2. Rewash before using

II. Pa aging

Reasons for packaging

1. Creates a bacteria barrier

2. Allows for storage of sterile equipment

B. Proper labeling

1. Define contents

2. Date to aid in equipment rotation

155
r!,

4e

r
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C. Proper package

1. Brown Kraft paper t.

2. Aluminum foil

3. Glycine bags

---__%
4. Misc. containers appropriate to sterilization method

III. Sterilization of equifftelt.-'2 Acceptable Methods

A. Autoclave

1. All rubber, metal and glassware and some plastics

2. Normal cycle 15 min. 15 121° C.

3. Exhaust rapidly

B. Hot air sterilizing oven

1. DryAlassware and metal objects only

24 Normal 'cycle 1 hat 1740° C.

.. .

3. Allow to cool before use 4

4. Package pipets in metal containers

_

5, Package other equipment with aluminum foil':

1,

156
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tiOdulg 10:

----.

Module Title:
____.

Basic Laboratory Skills

Submodule Title:

Microbiology Skills
Approx. Time:

2/3 hour

i

Topic:

Media and Reagent Preparation

Objectives:

Upon completion of this module, the participant should be able to:

1. Demonstrate the ability to prepare and dispense microbiologicals.

2. State precautions which must be taken to insure accuracy.

.
, .

, .

.

.

.

,

%

Instructional Aids:

Laboratory Practice' - ....,

.
0 .

.

....

Inttructional Approach:

.
.

Lecture .

DisCussion
Demonstration and laboratory practice

, .

.

. .

References:
.

.

1. Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 14th Edition.

.
.

,

... .

. , .

. ..,.

,
,

, -

. . .

Class Assignments: . .
.

Complete laboratory assignment
0 cb

.
.

1 0 0
.

0
.41
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Module No:

Instructor Notes:

Topic:

Media and Reagent Preparation
10..IMIN

Instructor Outi4ne:

. Emphasize:

a. Complete dissolution

b. Proper heating

c. Accurate dispensing

d. Careful sterilization

. Include:

a. Measurement

b. Overheating

C. Under heating

d. Sterilization

).4

t

1. Discuss and demonstrate the proper procedure
for preparation and dispensing microbiologicals.

2. Describe areas of common error and discuss
r precautionary measures.
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Module No:

.

. .

Module Title: a,
.

....
A

0

Basic Laboratory Skills'

tubmodule Title: -
.

,

Microbiology Skills
(

.

, -N
Approx. Time': .

'1/2 hour
,

Topic: ,

Autoclaves & Steilizing Oven-s ,

4

Objectivesi ,

,Upon completion of this module, the participant should be able to: .

1. Mate precautions applicable to the'use and care of all, autoclaves and
sterilizing ovens.

,

2. Demonstrate the proper loading, cycling, and removal of sterile equipment
from an autoclave and sterilizing oven.

3. Differentiate between items sterilized in n autoclave and those sterilized
in a oven.ven.

.
,

\)'
.

,

2Instructional Aids:. ,

.

.

Handout
Laboratory Practice

_
.

,

.,
.

,

. .

InstruCtional Approach:

Lecture
Discussion .

.
. .

.
.

. .

,

.
.

ReferInces: ..
,

.1. Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 14th Edition.

,
.

.

.

.
. .

Class Assignments:
,

,

Read handout"

Complete laboratory assignment

. . .

0
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Module No: Topic:

Autoclaves and Sterilizing Ovens

In'structor Notes:

Handout: Autoclaves and
Sterilizing Ovens s
1. Emphasize safety

4

Instructor Outline:

Y.

411

1. Discuss the precautidns which must. be taken
when operating:

.a. An autoclave

b. Sterilizing oveiN

2. Describe cara and cleaning procedures for
autbclaves and Iterillzing ovens.

3, Describe and demonstrate the proper loadjng
and use of autoclaves and sterilizing ovens.

4s 'Describe the type of equipment whi is
sterilized by each of the methods discussed.

4.9

160
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AUTOCLAVES AND STERILIZING OVENS

"'X Autoclave

1. Before using read and_follow manufacturers installation use and
maintenance instructions and safety precautions.

2. Normal sterilizatidn = 15 p2i .yielding 121° C. for 15 min,,,

3. Use to sterilize liquids and non-he.at sensitive equipment

a. Most plastics are ran autoclavable and sterilized by mal'ufacturer.

b. Sterilized media and reagents must be removed from auto:lave as
soon, as possible after autoclave is opened.

c. Glassware may be sterilized'irl autoclave but must be allowed to
. dry before removihg from autoclave.

Not air Sterilizing Oven

1. Before using read and follow manufacturers installation, use,
and maintenance instructions and safety precautions.

2. Normal Sterilization = 1 hour at 180° C.

3 Use to sterilize glass and metal only

a. Rubber and plastics wi 11 =melt.

Liquids will evaporate and grow media components will be destroyed
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Module No:
i

-

_

Module Title:
.

Basic Laboratory Skills

.Submodule Title: )

.. ,

Microbiology Skills
,Approx. Time :

1.11i hour

,topic:

Microscopes ' .

Objectives:

Upon completion of this module, the participant should be able to:
'

1. State precautions applicable to thecare and use of microscopes.
2. Identify and use a microscope to focus a speciman gi -ven the microscope,

the.speciman and appropriate reference materials.

- -
e ,

. . .

.

\

.Instructional Aids:

Handout: Micrbscopes
Transparancy on Microscopes
Laboratory practice .

. 1
_

InstructionalApproach: .

Lecture
Discussion

.

,

. ,

. \
r

. .

4re

References: -,

1. Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 14th Edition
2. Benson, Harold, Microbiological Applications, Wm. C. Brown Inc., Dubuque,

Iowa, 1967. ,

.<-
.

.

,
.

Class Assignments:
.

Read handout .

Complete laboratory assignment
.

.
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Module No:

Instructor Notes :

,4

Topic:

Microscopes

,;.;

t, -

Page 152 _of _1_6_8 .

..

Instructor Outline:
IA

Handciut: Microscopes .

Microscope Transparancy

1. Include: '1. Discuss and demonstrate proper care
,

of a\ mi cros.6ope :
a. Handling ...:

-
0 1

Stdrage

c. Cleaning 44'

ur

;-
Discuss and demonstrate the proper method of
focusing, and examining a speci man

s 0 4
a. Using a compound microscope ---"

1. b. Using a di ssecting microscope

A

.

. . afferenti ate between a compound microscope and
a dissecting microscope by examining the
coponents of each.

/

31

0
tr

D

.

i

.
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MICROSCOPES

Proper Care

Regardless of whether a microscope is a compound or ssecting

microscope, theAareessentially similar. All contain a contro led light

source and a-geared mechanism for adjusting the distance between the object

and the lenses. When carrying a microscope, always use both hands. Grap

the arm with your right hand and use your left hand to grip the base. Carry

the scope directly in front of you. If it is allowed to swing at your ide,

the microscope can easily be damaged by a collision with a door frame or

piece of furniture.'

Cleaning the lenses must be done with great care as they can be

easily scratched and any such mar on the highly polished surfade will impare

its efficiency. Dust on the eye pieces ar objectives should only be removed

with lens tissue, a camel's hair brush. Dust inside the eyepiece can be

gently blown out. Use lens cleaner (an oil solvent!) sparingly on a lens

tissue to remove oil from eyelashes on the eyepieces-or immersion oil from

the oil immersion lens. Quickly remove any excess lens'cfeaner wits a dry

lens tissue.

When cleaning the eyepieCe be sure and cover the open end with a

tissueto-keep-odi any dust.

After use, care must be taken to (1) remove the speciman from the

stage, (2) Remove all olf or other debris from stage and lens, (31 Return

lenses to low power OositiOn,.(4) Secure any electrical cords around scope,

(5) Re-:centei stage (If mechanical), (6) Replace dust Cover and store in
V

designated cupboard.

. 164
BP
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Focusing

In focusing the dissecting microscope, simply place the speciman

on the stage-an4-adjust-the distance .with the focusing knob until the

speciman is clearly seen.

Focusing a compound microscope is a bit more difficult since you

have a series of objectives to Work with. To focus for low power (10 x)

examination, (1) Raise the condenser to top position and. close down diaphram

to lower the light level to best see the speciman, (2) Swing the-16 mm.

(10 x) lens into position (3) Lower the lens ,to just above the speciman

(8 & L) or to stop position (A.0.) and focus by raising objective with 4fine

adjustment knob.

From the. focused low p er you can go directly to the high dry
,

lens (43 x) with only minor adj stment using the fine knob to, bring the

speciman into focus.

To move, however, to the oil immersion lens .(100 x) a drop of

immersion oil must be placed between the lens and the speciman. The lens .,

is then lowered to make contact with the oil and then the fine adjustment

knob is ,used to focus the -speciman.

The low power lens is primarily used to scan the slide and the

high-dry for 'focusing protozoa, algae and mold. The oil immersion lens is --

used directly for ained bacteria as the low power and high dry do not magnify

suffi ci ently ,even for scanning.

Structure

In order to best compare the differences in structures is to

examine the folloWing two diagrams:.

165
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PARTS OF THE MICROSCOPE

EYEPIECE

FIXTURE SCREW
1111111111111111IIMEMIIIIII111111111111111

' tPlitiVIA01111111111%

CO -AXIAL HANDLE

FINE ADJUSTMENT

PR ISM BOX

REVOLVING NOSEPIECE

OBJECTIVE LENS

-STAGE

COARSE ADJUSTMENT

PRESET FOCUS LOCK

t.

ILLUMINATOR BASE

r

16 i5:

CONDENSER

CONDENSER STOP

MIRROR

BASE
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I'
,

.

Module No:
_

Module Title:

'
.Basic Laboratory Skills

.Submodule Title: -

Microbiology Skills
.Approx. Time:

_,

1 hour

Topic:

'Aseptic Technique

Objectives,:
. _

Upon completion of this module,. the participant shotild be able to:

1. Demonstrate aseptic technique in making transfers from bottles and other
contai ers using pipets, loops, and needles and forceps.

2. Identify reasons for aseptic technique in making' transfer s".

,
_ -

. J ..

Instructional Aids: /. . . .
.

Laboratory Practiti ..

to.

.,.
..

.
. k , ,

_

Instructional broach: _

Lecture
Discussion . ,

.

Demonstration and Supervised Laboratory _Practice

_

- .

References:
0,, \k,

Stapdard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater
, .

. ,

Cl ss Assignments: ........./
Complete laboratory assignment

i. 168
II

,

1
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Module No: Topic:

Aseptic Technique,

Instructor Notes: Instructor Outline:

1.- Using:

a. Pipets

b. Loops

c. Needles

d. Forceps

. Include:

a. Sample collection

b. Sample dilution

c. Kedia transfers

d. Culture transfers

. Include:
.

a. Weighing dry chemicals
and biologicals

b. Use of dirty glassware

c. Storing'and measuring
solutes (i.e. distilled
water)

O

1. Discuss and demo sirate the proper.procedures
for making aseptic . transfers fripm:

a. Dilution blanks to tubes

b Dilution blanks to filtering funnels

. Tubes to .tubes

d. ther containers using forceps

2. Discuss necessity for aseptic technique. .;

3. Describe problems which arise when aseptic
.technique to actual laboratory procedures.

4. Relate aseptic technique to.actualyboratorY
ropcedures.

5. Explain how routine practice Of aseptic technique
where applicable leads to more awareness of
contamination in other areas.

169
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Module No: Moduli.Title:

Basic Laboratory Skills.

Approx. Time:

1/2 hour,

Submodule Title:
et.

Microbicilogy Skills

4

Topic:.

Microbiblogfcal Sample Collvtion

:

Objectives-:

Upon completion of this module, the participant should be able to:

1. Properly prepare sample bottle and take'a grab sample from:

a. A spigot or tap
b. An open body of water

2. Identify precautions which must be taken before, during and iftel,samling
to protect sample and reasons for these precautions.

Instructional Aids:

Handout:. Microbiological Sample Collection

s

Instructional Approach:

Lecture
Discussion

References:

Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater'

Class Assignments:

Read handout ,

.7 0

a -

0



Instructor Notes:

Topic: y.

Microbiological Sample COlettion

Handout: Mi crobi of ogi cal

,,.Sample Collection

#

Instructor Out ine:

,fr

Page 160 of _at

1.. Describe th4 proper' methody preparing a _samPre
bottle for the collection of microbiological
samples' from:

a. Chlorinated saturces

b. Unchlorinated sources

2 Describe areas where error is likely-to occur
and the effect on the final result,

14.

9

it

A.

a

Describe the proper procedure_ for obfairlinva
grab sample from,,A spigot t or tap and an open
body of water.

% 4
Discuss'eample protection and -preprvatiosi.

1'671 I

PA

a

4

- i

4.

P.

r

"

el,
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7

MICROBIOLOGICAL SAMPLE COLLECTION

I. Preparation of SaMpling Equipment

1

A. Sample-bottles must be:

a
ut

1. At least 100 ml capacity with a large neck opening.

2.' Thoroughly cleaned with detergent; rinsed 6 times in hot tap .

water, rinsed finally in distilled deionized wate , then air dried.

3. Free from spots, scum, chips, cracks, ekcessi ve cratches and ,other

damage on 4ich bacteria may 'lodge.

4. Closed with preferably an all glass ground cap closure (but screw

caps can be used providing liners are free from contamination and

provide a non-leaking seal.

5. Sterilized in an autoclave at 121° C. for 15 min. with Kraft paper

or in foil hood covering caps and necks of bottles and slip of

papet between bottleneck and glass- stopper to prevent glass stopper

from sticking.

'Or. Bottles intended for use in colle tion of chlorinated samples must have

. a 10% sodium thiosulfate solution! added -at the"rate of 0.10 for each

4 oz. bottle prior to sterilization and sterilized in bottle.

C. Labels must be:

1.. Clean-and unused

2. Attached to bottle by a means not affected by water (i.e. string

or wire.)

D. Label markers must be:

1

1.' Permanent type not affected by water

L. Able to mark on label

172
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E. Sampling devices must be in working condition and properly maintained.

F. Germicide must be ,available.to clean up spills but must not come in

contact with ample ar any equipment touched by sample.

G. Rubber gloves must fit and not be punctured.

H. Ice chest for yansporting sample must be:

1. Sufficient size.to accommodate all samples

2. Undamaged with tight cover so cold temperature can .be maintained

inside.

'3. Filled with enough. ice to quickly chill sample but little or no'

free water.

I: Refrigerator must be set at 2 - 10° C. and used if samples are not

examined upon immediate return to lab.

II. Collection 'of Sample

5. To take 'Sample from spigot or tap:

I., Find spigdt with direct main connection

2. Put on rubber glovesI -

3. Flush spigot at full flow for 2 - 3 min. to clear service line.

4. If rightanded, hold sample bottle near bottom kith right hand and

remove Closure and paper hood with left hand (reverse if left

handed),. DO NOT LAY CLOSURE DOWN. Hold in such a way to -protect

closure and bottle from contamination.

5., Allow slip, of paper betreen closure and bottle neck to fall to

floor.

6. Thrust bottle into flowing water and allot/ bottle tog fill about

3/4ths full. DO NOT RINSE, especially if bottle containsfsodium

thiosulfate toofeutralize chlorine in sample.

173
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441. 7. 'Carefully replace closure and hood and secure.

8. Label bottle and place on ice in ice chest for transportation to

4

laboratory.

B. To sample river, stream, lake, etc.
°J.

1. Put on rubber gloves.

2. If right handed, hold sample bottle near bottom with right hand

and remove ,closure and paper hood with left hand (reverse if

left handed). 14,NOT LAY CLOSURE DOWN. Hold insuch a way to

protect closure and bottle from contamination.

3. Allow paper strip between and bottle to fall to ground.

4. To fill sample bottle

a. Turn bottle neck opening down and plunge below surface of

water quickly to prevent dechlorinating agent from running

out.
V V

b. Turn upward to face bottle opening into current to avoid

contamination of water flowing into bottle with samplers

hand.

Allow to fill to about 3/4 full. DO NOT OVERFILL especially

if bottle contains a dechlorinating agent.

d. Lift quickly out of water and replace closure and hoocL

Label bottle and'place on ice chest for transportation to

lab-oratory.

II. Conlon rrors an on Results

A. No dechlorinating agent in bottle. Chlorine activity continues until

V
sample tested so bacteria continue to die and conform determination

gi vesount which- is lower than actual.

174'
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=

B. Sample not chilled when taken. Bacteria continue to multiply, so

coliform determination gives count which is higher than actual.

C. Bottle or closure contaminated. Extra bacteria introLduced, so

coliform determination may give count which is,higher than actual.

Q., Sample not examined within 6 hrs. of collection. Bacteria will begin

. to die, so coliform determination will give counts which are lower

4

than actual.

175

,
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Module No: Module Title:

Basic Laboratory Skills

Submodule Title:

Microbiology Skills _Approx. Time;

41t

..-.1/2 hour

Topic:

Microbiological Dilution Techniqbeg

Objejves: .

.

de
r

Upon completion of this module, the participant should be able to:

1. Demonstrate e ability to aseptically prepare a serial dilution of a
sample, given all necessary equipment: and refer-One aterial.

2. Identify precautions which must be taken to prevent contamination at each
point of the dilution series.

. _ .

Instructional Aids: ,

Handout Microbiological ,Dilution Techniques

,,

Laboratory Practice ,.

.

,

InstructionAl Approach: _

. , ,Lecture --,°

.

.

discpssion .

i
.

.

Demonsttatidn and labOratory'practice .

.

i,
---. --...

..

References.:
.

-e *,

/.., - ,

-Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater .

, .

.

.

.

. .

- ,

-
4

Class AssignMents:
,

- 3.
4'

Complete l!lboratory assignment i

Rearhandout-,
,

'I-

.

. .

.S 4 , ' a

' - . ' 1 '7 E if ,

mss.
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ct

. Instructor Notes:

0.

Topic:
.

Microbiological Dilution Techniques

.,

,Instructor Outline: -

Handout; Microbiological 6;1 u
1

0

1. Emphasize:

a., Aseptic -technique
.t

b, Precision and accuracy

i

/

4

1

.

k
_ion Techniques.

=mn

1. Discuss and demonstrate the proper technique.
for aseptically preparing a serial dilution for
microbiological analysis.' ...

2. Discuss the equipment needed for preparing
serial di 1 uti ons .'

3. Discuss areas where error is most likely and.
the effect of errors on results.

0 e

.0 ,

I

,

--.

-

r ' .."

1 ,.

1 T 7

.

-4.

-; 0
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MICROBIOLOGICAL SAMPLE DILUTION (Serial Type Dilt:it54)

1 ml.

A

1 ml.

O

99 mls.
Sterile
Distilled
Buffered

WrIter

2

'1:100 dilution
1:1000 dilution,

, . .

0.1 ml: 1 ml. 0.1 ml. : 1 m .
1

-I-

.
,D:r ml. - 0.01 ml. 0.001.ml. ' 0.0001 ml

,. ,. .

(lorl) , *(10-2). , :(10-3) (10-4)

24 Use Aseptic-Telique-throughout P

. Plate 0.1 ml sampTejntb culture' _

. For 0.01 sample .volume

cedur

for 0:1 ml di luti on

'Place 1.ml sample into a.99 ml dilution lank

t- 2. Shake v:igorous,ly 25 times in an arc of 1

3. '1- ml of thi s .1:1013 dilution repreSents ml of original l t ample

. For 0.601 ml saMple".velume dil-iver 0.1 ml om 1:100 dilution into the
.

culture tube':.

C
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E. For 0:0001 ml sample volume

1. Place 1 ml of the 1:100 ilution. into a fresh 99 ml dilution blank.

hake vigorously 25 times in an arc of 12"

3. 1 ml of this 1:10,000 dilution represents 0.0001 ml original sample

volume: 1.

F. For .p000i ml sample volume deliver 0.1 ml from the 1:10,000 dilution

Into the culture tube .

II. Precautions

'A., All volume measurement must be accurate

B. Any measurement error will be.' compounded in later steps

C. Transfer, sample volumes aseptically because. 'any contamination:- will be

carried through entire process.

1

4
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.Module No: Module Title:

Basic Lab Skills

Approx. Time:

1%hour

Submodule Title:

General Skills -

,

EVALUATION - Part A

Objectives:
.

, ..

-Upon complettion of this module; the participant.0ould be able to corre.ctl answer
75%-of the following evaluation questions. 4

valuation 'Questions/

Answer the fallowing 4ueitions

I. Goggles are worn to

a. Protect the eyes

b. Protect the hands

c. Protect the lungs

d. Protect the feet

by.choosing-the,best answe oe filling,in the blanks.

When diluting an acid'with water-

a. Always add the water.° the acid

-b.. Mix alternately in a third beaker,

c. Always add the acid to the water

d. Heat on a

3.. Broken glassware

a. Can be used if you are careful

. b. Should be in diat ly disposed of in the proper waste can.

c. (-Wrapped with erec rical tape before using

A. Handled with tongs. or asbestos gloves

4, Laboratory noteboOk entOesshould*e: -A4
.44

a. Recorded ball point pen

b. Recorded on the day the work was. done
4

c. In cronolOgical order

O

IP%
-d. All of the above 180
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5. Why must all containers be properly labeled?

a. To identify contents

b.' To prevent accidents by misuse

'c. Both a and b
0.

d. Containers are not labeled

6. A gener 1 format for labeling reagent bottles includes:

4
a.

d.

7. A general format for labeling sampie bot les includes:

.

a. Sample site, time and date

b. Sample site and samplers name only

c. Sample type, preservation frethod, sampler

d. Both a and c

8., What does CAP'represent in sampling?

a. Cleanliness,,accuracy, rreservatiori

b. Caution = Animal preserve

Clean,apprdpriate packagVhg

d. Careful and precise

9. Grab samples are

a. 'The same as composite samples

b. Taken ata .spegtfic time with noreOrd to flow rate

c. Representative the sewage over a period of time

0

d. Of no value in water or wastewater evaluation

181

0
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10. What 3 things does sample preservation retard?

'a.

b

c.

U.. I denti fy:

h. An 4rlynmeyen flask

b. M 2 liter volumetric flask

c. )1,500 ml beaker

d. A watch glass

gal

e. A gooch crucible

12. Match

a: Water'

b. Sulfuric acid

c. Calcium chl-ori de

.`k
d. \ Sodi um

- aT e: Carbon

1. Cat12

2. Na

3. C

4. H2O

H2SO4
a

a

13. As temperatUre increases:, What happens to the volume of a liquid with
respect to weight?'

It decreases

b. -Nothi ng

C. It increases

d. elt-turns to a solid

1 Hydro§copic chemicals

Pick up water frOm the atmosphere

b. Are always b.hie in color pae

c.\ Should be stored in. a desicator

d. Both aand c are correct 182



15. What is the concentration in the following solutions:

a. .1 gram CaC1 dissolved in 1 liter of water gives a concentration*
of mg/1 CaCl.

°

b. 10 grams of peptone dissolved in 100 grams of water gives a
concentration of went peptone. P

16: How much actual sample does 0.1 ml-of the 1:100 dilution represent?

. a: .1 ml

b. .01 M1

c.4 .001 ml

d. .0001 ml'

17. What is an .incubator used fon

'a. Drying chemicals.

b. Storting reagents,

Growihg bacteria

d. Pr servin samples

e. Ki 1 a cte ri

O

18. When installing/an incubator, care must be taken to:

a. Install in a vibration free area

b. Install in direct sunli'?ht

4*.)
c. Keep a pan of-dryrite in.the bottom of the incubator

d: Alf o* the above
,y. .

19. ,Weigh given object on triple beam balance with rangeoi 1 , 100.g

'Weigb given object on an analytical balance.



Topic:

EVALUATION - Part A

Answers:.

I. ,a

c

3. 'b

4. d

5. be

6. a. Chemical name

.0
b. Symbol

c. Concentration

d. Bate prepared

e: Prepared by-

d

a
p.

9. b.

10. a:- Biological action

b. ChemiCal change

c. Volatility'

a. Erlynmeyer flask

b. Vglumetric flask

c. Beaker

d. Watch glass

. e. Gboch crucible

t

Instructor OUtline:

1110111.

Upowcompletion of the General Skills module the
instructor shall give the Tiarticipant evaluation
Part A to complete.

s

A

h
11. Inetrirctor shall provide a/variety of glassware

from which the student must choose the correct
items.i

.

184 I
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Topic:

EVALUATION - Part A

Instructor Notes':.

12. a.

/

b. 5__

of

c. 1

d. 2

e. 3

13.

14. d

15. a. 100

b. 10

16:

17. c

18. a

19. Result shll be * 0.1 gram. 19 & 20. Instructor shall provide weights

20. Result' shall be f 0.002 gra

Instructor Outline:
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Module No: Module Title:

Basic Lab Skills-

A

Approx. Time:

e

1 hour EVALUATION - Part B

Submodule Title:

Chemistry Skills

Objectives:

Upon completion of this module the participant should be able to correctly answer
75% of the following evaluation questions.

Evaluatjon Questions

ChoOse the best answer:-

1. Accuracy is a measure of how close y,our answer is to the true answer.

a. True

b. False

. Mosi`forms of volumetric analysis include some form of color measurement.
e

.a. Tr& r

b. Fals'e 44

. ,Precision and accuracy mean the swill thing.

a. True

b. False ,

. All 'forms of vol umetri c analysis -include' a titration.

a. .True

ab.; False

..
,5. Rate in order of increasing 'accuracy.

a. 250 4n1 erlynmeyer

b. 2500 ml volumetri c

5 250 ml graduated cylinder. I

V
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6. Rate in order of increasing accuracy.

a. 10' ml mohr pipet

b. 10 ml volumetric pipet

c. 10 ml beaker

d. 10 ml graduated- cylinder

7. Volumetric flasks are calibrated .to, contain

.a. True,

b. False

8. -A 100 ml volumetric pipet and a 100 ml volumeti5ic flask have
accuracy and may be used interchangeable.

Page 2 of 6

4. a. True .

b. False
t

I 1..

9. A graduated cylinder may be calibrated to deliver' or to ,contain.

e same

a. True

b. False g

.

10. 'Given the normality and volume of a solution and the volume of a 'second
neutralizing solution may be calculated.

a. Ttue

k. False

?1i1 Given the Auivalent weight of a dissolved chemtoa an the volume' that
it is dissolved in, the normality of the soluttOn can be calcUlated:..

a. True

b. False

12. Adsorbance is inversely proportional transmittance.

a. True

b. False

187
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13. The concentration of a colored solution is directly pr000rtfonal to:

a. Its transmittance

\
b. Its absorbance

c. Both aaand b

d. Neither a nor b

14. Adsorbance or transmittance of a sample is not affected by:

a. Turbidity

b. Diameter of sample tithe

c. Amount of sample in tube

d. Typi of sample tube

15. A standard Curve is used to convert absorbance or transmittance readings
to-eoncentration.

, .

a,' True

b. False

43

16. A standard curve may be made on any type of graph paper.

a. True

b. False
O

17. To obtain a straight line plot' in colorametric analysis from a series
of transmjttance/concentratiomvalues graph paper must be
used.

a. ,Log-log

b. Semi-log

c.- Linear

1 . Indicate which,of the following are EPA appoved.standard references.

a. Standard Methods, 14th Edition

b. Methods for: chemical analysis of wastewater, EPA.

Simplified Methods for Wastewater Analysis, WPCF
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d. Simplified Methods for Watei: Analysis, AWWA..

e. ASTM Methods, Part 31

19., Changes in Standard Methods are official only when published in. the"
federal register.

a. -True

b. False

I

'20. Order the following list of equipment using the model,order form and
the, laboratory supply catalog provided by the instructor.:

, \.,
, ,

,

a. 400 sterile, disposable, glass, single wrapped; 10-ml'pipets
_._

. ,

b. 3- loclo. mi class- A, glass stoppered c asks

c. 24 milk dilution blanks with screw' caps and 99 ml markings
.
screw :.caps

&
,

d. 12-250 ml griffin beakers - heal6,11qt,V:
, ,

t. 5 large tip mohr pipets
IN

Supplier:
,

.

.
. .

_ ...--

''.' .

.

\ .

W

e--

quantity
Oita log ...

Number
)

Description '

Unit
Price

Total
Price

.

. ,
.

.

.
.

.

,...

.
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Instructor Outiine:
4

Answers:

a

2. b

,

9. a

10. a

b

b

',13.

14. c

15. 'a

16.. a

I.

17. b

18: a, b, & e

19.

CP

O
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Topic:,

EVALUATION 1 Part B

Module tio:

Instructor Notes:

,

20. The form shall be
completed correctly
respect to:

-a. Qpantity

b.' Catalog number;

' c. ;Description

d. Price

with

e. Supplier 'Frame and "
address

Instr4ctor Outline:

20. Th instructor shall provide the labor'at y supply
. Ca 1.1og Of his choice providing all gla ware

listed is available from that supplier: The
instructor shall also develop answer ke om
that catalog.

.
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odule No:: Module Title:

Basic Lab Skills-
.

;Approx. Time:

1/2 hour

.Submodule Title:

Microbiology Skills

EVALUATION - Part C

Objectives: .

Upon completion of this module, the participant should be'able to correctly'answer
75% of the following evaluation questions:

Evaluation Questi ons

Answer the followin.g questions by choosing the best answer.

1. What is the major purpose of a disinfectant?

a. To pick up dust with
A

b. To lower the number of viable organisms on a surface.

c. To wash glassware in

d. To

. Kraft paper is used for packaging equipment for hot oven sterilization.

a. True

b. False

3. Only distilled water is used for preparaticki of microbiological growth media.

. a.True

. b. False

. The balance used to weigh Microbiological media and reagents must:-

a., Have a 0.5 gram accuracy at a 150 -iramioad'.

b: Have a 1.gram accuracy at a.200 gram load

c. Be an analytical balanCe

. An autoclave has the capability of while operating.

a. True
4

b. False
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6. An autoclave may be loaded to a maximum of:

a. 100% capacity

40% capacity

c. 80% capacity

d. 30% capacity

7. Liquids are always sterilized in a

a. Sterilizing oven

'b. Steam sterilizer (utoclave)

'8. Normal sterilization cycle in a sterilizing oven is

a: 15.min. at 170° C.,

b. 1 hour at 121Q C.,

c. 15 min. at 1210 C.

d. 1 hour-at 170° C.
I

9. To remove dust from a microscope lens do not use:

a. A lens tissue

b. A camel's hair brush

...) - c. A clean handkerchief ...,

d. A quick blow of dean air

10. Microscopes may be carried one in each hand.

a. True

b. False

11. Unsterile pipets.may be used in making aseptic transfers.

a. True

b. False
-
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\,.
12. Why is a sample tap flamed with a. propane torch?'

a. To incinerate the bactqria

I 7 7

b: To burn off chemical contaminants

c. Sample taps are hot flamed

d. To melt plastic seals

13. What is thedechlorinating'-agent used in samples collected for
microbiological testing? 7

a. Sodium .hydroxide

..

b. Potassium phosphate

c. Sodium thiosulfate

14. What is the type of dilutift used in microbiological sample dilution.

4

A

a. Parallel

,

- b. Seri al

15. Identify- the following parts of a microscope on the mi.croscope provided
by the instructor.

:-.v
k. dye pi ece

b. Oil immersion lens

c. Course- adjustment

d. Stage

e. Condenser

,,

ef. Li ght source
)

16. Make an aseptic transfer using the equipment provided by the instructor.
A ../

,

,
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14-pc:Jule

EVALUATION -, P rt .13

Instructor Notes: Instructor Outline:

.AnsWees:'

1. b

2. b 1 .

3. a

4. a

5. a

6. C

7.. b

-8. d

.9. c

10. b

11. b

12. a

13.1 c

14. b

15. a. eye piece

b, oil immeesion lens

.

Upon comp] eti on of the Mi crobi ogi cal Ski 1 I s

module the instructor shall give the participant
Evaluation Part 'C to complete.

1

0 0
O

15. :The instructor shall 'prOvide a microscope
from which the students thilLidentify the
parts given. .

c: course adjustment ,

p
d. stage

,

e. condenser 4

f. light source

/
st16 z,Performant

c7
e acceptable to 16. The. instructOr'shall proyi de the necessaryinstructor

equipment for, proper aseptic thnsfer of a -
0:samplei

1

°
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